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Driving the future in 
compression therapy
A strong brand. A wide-ranging product range. 
Convincing concepts.

medi World of Compression: signpost to the 
future with more than 65 years’ competence in 
the field of compression. Your partner for the 
highest demands on quality, innovation and 
design. Let’s shape the future together and 
create positive brand experiences – for you and 
your clients!

Satisfied customers 
and new potential
Numerous possible combinations for more 
successful treatment.

mediven compression garments are available in 
many colours and variants. So medi offers the 
right garment for several phlebological 
indications. The broad assortment of add-ons 
helps patients enjoy wearing their stockings –  
for long-term treatment compliance. Join medi 
in profiting from partner-like goodwill and 
helpful services.
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To introduce you to medi World of Compression we created indication related 
catalogues. This enables you to find the correct product for all the different 
indications and situations in no time. Please find a short explanation of the different 
literature below:

medi World of Compression
medi provides comprehensive marketing solutions – always keeping our focus 
on the market, its demands and variables, and the medi vision.

Venous Health
mediven round-knitted compression stockings are the corners-
tone of the conservative treatment for patients with venous 
disorders. Discover more about the numerous styles and 
variants of mediven and circaid products for venous health.
Art. no.: 0097D67

Therapy Concept Lymphology
The medi Therapy Concept Lymphology shows the new 
approach in the treatment of lymphoedema. It combines the 
decongestion phase, the transition phase and the maintenance 
phase and provides the right products for every stage. The 
circaid and the mediven flat knit products make the treatment 
of lymphoedema more indidvidual than ever before.
Art. no.: 0097D84

Wound Care
The medi Wound Care therapy chain accompanies the patient 
during the complete treatment of venous leg ulcer by 
connecting the acute phase to the prevention of recurrence 
phase. Discover new potentials with the medi Wound Care 
Concept.
Art. no.: 0097D68

Clinical Compression
The world of Clinical Compression is more than just thrombosis 
prophylaxis in the clinical environment. Learn more about the 
multiple application fields of medi’s hospital products and 
benefit from over 40 years of experience with Clinical 
Compression.
Art. no.: 0099580
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medi
medi produces medical aids for a variety of conditions  
and life situations. But we don’t see ourselves solely 
as a manufacturer. On the contrary, we handle our 
own research and development, technology, 
production, and marketing and sales in-house –  
always keeping our focus on the market, its demands 
and variables, and the medi vision. 
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We have the  
direct connection
To communicate. To co-operate. To be there for each 
other. The medi service team respects and values this 
requirement seriously. 

Therefore, our office not only offers consultants,  
but also a state-of-the art communications system  
and logistics. 
 
Just-in-time: in consultancy, in service,  
in ordering and delivery. 
We are always here for you. 
This is your medi export service team. 
 
Hotline 
for consultancy, ordering, problem solutions

Administration 
T +49 921 912 -0 
F +49 921 912 -781 

You can visit our website:   www.medi.de/en 
or contact us by email:   export@medi.de 
or order by email:   orders@medi.de 
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More than just a 
manufacturer
medi produces medical aids for a variety of 
conditions and life situations. But we don’t see 
ourselves solely as a manufacturer. On the 
contrary, we handle our own research and 
development, technology, production, marketing 
and sales in-house – always keeping our focus on 
the market, its demands and variables, and the 
medi vision.

medi offers products in five business divisions: 
Phlebology, Hospital, Orthopaedics, Wound Care 
and Footcare. These products are used and distribut-
ed by medical supply stores, hospitals and clinics, 
doctors’ practices and therapists. In other words, 
specialists who know which users need which aids to 
improve their quality of life.

What we’re proud of and what makes our products so 
special is that they’re free of negative side effects.

Our range of products primarily includes medical 
compression stockings and adjustable compression for 
people with vein disorders, lipoedema and 
lymphoedema, supports and braces for the 
conservative and post-operative treatment of 
orthopaedic injuries and disorders, stockings for the 
prevention of thrombosis, compression garments for 
use after plastic and cosmetic surgery plus a variety 
of therapy-supporting products.

We support our partners in the sale and supply of our 
products and have developed intelligent concepts and 
services for this purpose.
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Quality 
Certificates
As a manufacturer of medical products, medi  
has a high awareness for quality. Product and 
system certificates prove that all legal  
requirements are met.

CE mark 
Our medi medical devices meet all of the  
requirements of the European Directive 93 / 42 / EEC 
and of the German Medical Devices Act. In accordance 
with regulations, our products are subject to the 
conformity assessment procedures and are granted 
the CE mark. As a kind of “passport for industrial 
products”, the CE mark guarantees free trade within 
the European Economic Area (EEA).

Quality label 
Our medical compression hosiery is regularly checked 
by the Hohenstein Research Institute according to  
the quality and test provisions of the RAL-GZ 387.  
As confirmation that our products meet the quality 
conditions, you will find the quality label printed on 
the packaging. 

Textile trust quality seal 
All compression stockings and garments, whether  
circular-knit or flat-knit, thrombosis prophylaxis 
stockings and supports are regularly examined and 
rated according to strict standards by independent 
test centres for any toxic substances potentially 
damaging to human health. Granting of the Oeko-Tex 
Standard 100 certificate guarantees: tested quality 
for the protection of your health. 

DIN EN ISO 9001 : 2000 / DIN EN 13485 
medi maintains the quality management system  
DIN EN 13485. Since 1996, we have demonstrated  
our ISO 9000 status to our customers with a  
certificate. From this time, medi has exploited the 
opportunities offered by this standard to continually 
improve products from the business units Phlebology,  
Orthopaedics, Wound Care and Hospital in order to 
organise safer and more efficient processes and 
procedures. We define customer satisfaction as a 
decisive measure of quality.

Hohenstein testing device – HOSY 
Pressure is the most important feature of a medical 
compression stocking.
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The mediven® observational study - facts and figures
The study proves: High acceptance of mediven® medical compression stockings 1,2

98 % 70 %

High acceptance

Up to More than

of patients of patients

Wearing comfort

had no symptoms while wearing the 
medical compression stockings

considered the medical compression 
stockings to be comfortable

1 Schwahn-Schreiber et al. Phlebologie 2016;45(1): 15 – 24.
2 Schwahn-Schreiber et al. Phlebologie 2016;45(4):207 – 214.
* CEAP: classification of chronic venous disorders

Improving symptoms Good compliance

53.2 %
of patients

the medical compression stockings 
improved the subjective symptoms

75.6 %
of patients

wore the medical compression stockings  
on a daily basis

17.7 %In

of patients
the objective clinical findings improved 
according to the CEAP class*

68.4 %
of patients

wore the medical compression stockings 
from morning until evening

In up to Up to

Up to
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The gap between the medical care situation and 
patient-specific criteria

The mediven observational study has shown patient-specific criteria are rarely taken into 
account when prescribing medical compression stockings. 
Although two thirds of the patients were overweight or obese, 73.8 percent of compression 
stockings prescribed were made from light material. In people with higher weight 
frequent constrictions occured due to wearing medical compression stockings of light 
material.

Medical care situation Patient-specific criteria: weight 

Approx. 

3/4
of patients

wore light-material 
medical compression 
stockings – regardless 
of their CEAP and BMI 

Approx. 

2/3
of patients

were overweight  
or obese

The term “material” encompasses various textile characteristics of a medical compression stocking and is 
defined by strength, rigidity and elasticity of the knitted fabric. 

2 steps to the perfect, individualised mediven compression stocking: 

Step 1: Consider the indication / severity of the disease 

Step 2: Consider patient-specific criteria
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Individual patient care simply with mediven®

Indication

Product  
(CCL)

mediven sheer & soft 
(10 – 15 mmHg,
15 – 20 mmHg)

mediven 
elegance

(1, 2)

mediven  
for men

(1, 2)

mediven 
comfort

(1, 2)

mediven  
plus

(1, 2, 3)

Duomed
(1, 2)

mediven  
active
(1, 2)

mediven  
forte
(2, 3)

circaid  
juxtalite

(20 – 50 mmHg)

Va
ri

co
se

 v
ei

ns Primary or secondary varicosis ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Varicose veins in pregnancy ● ● ● ● ● ●

Supporting sclerotherapy ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

After varicose vein surgery ● ● ● ● ● ●

C0s No visible or palpable signs of venous 
disease

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Ch
ro

ni
c 

ve
no

us
 d

is
or

de
rs

 a
cc

or
di

ng
 to

 C
EA

P

C1 Telangiectasies or reticular veins

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

C2 Varicose veins

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

C3 Venous oedema 

● ● ● ● ● ● ●

C4

a) b)

Changes in skin and  
subcutaneous tissue
C4a  Pigmentation or eczema
C4b  Lipodermatosclerosis or atrophie 

blanche

● ● ● ● ● ●

C5 Healed venous ulcer

● ● ●

C6 Active venous ulcer

●

Th
ro

m
bo

em
bo

lis
m Thrombophlebitis (superficial) or  

condition after healed phlebitis ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Thrombosis prophylaxis  
in mobile patients ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Deep venous thrombosis, condition after thrombosis,  
post-thrombotic syndrome ● ● ● ● ●

Note: 

1.  It is important to consider the different materials of medical 
compression stockings (MCS): light, medium, strong material.  
The term ’material’ includes different textile MCS 
characteristics (strength, rigidity and elasticity). The usage of 
the three materials depends on the patientś  characteristics  
(e. g. body weight, oedema, severity of the venous disorder, 
connective tissue): Keep in mind: The higher the body weight 
and / or the stronger the venous oedema and / or the more 

severe the venous disorder and / or the softer the connective 
tissue the firmer the MCS material

2.  MCS of compression class I (CCL I) might be considered in 
elderly patients or in patients with an initial treatment, since it 
is well known, that the donning and doffing process of MCS is 
easier with CCL I compared to higher compression classes 
resulting in a better compliance.

Two steps to the perfect, individualised mediven compression stocking!

Step 1:  Consider the indication / severity of the disease  
(e.g. varicosis, thrombosis, chronic venous insufficiency) 
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Indication

Product  
(CCL)

mediven sheer & soft 
(10 – 15 mmHg,
15 – 20 mmHg)

mediven 
elegance

(1, 2)

mediven  
for men

(1, 2)

mediven 
comfort

(1, 2)

mediven  
plus

(1, 2, 3)

Duomed
(1, 2)

mediven  
active
(1, 2)

mediven  
forte
(2, 3)

circaid  
juxtalite

(20 – 50 mmHg)

Va
ri

co
se

 v
ei

ns Primary or secondary varicosis ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Varicose veins in pregnancy ● ● ● ● ● ●

Supporting sclerotherapy ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

After varicose vein surgery ● ● ● ● ● ●

C0s No visible or palpable signs of venous 
disease

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Ch
ro

ni
c 

ve
no

us
 d

is
or

de
rs

 a
cc

or
di

ng
 to

 C
EA

P

C1 Telangiectasies or reticular veins

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

C2 Varicose veins

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

C3 Venous oedema 

● ● ● ● ● ● ●

C4

a) b)

Changes in skin and  
subcutaneous tissue
C4a  Pigmentation or eczema
C4b  Lipodermatosclerosis or atrophie 

blanche

● ● ● ● ● ●

C5 Healed venous ulcer

● ● ●

C6 Active venous ulcer

●

Th
ro

m
bo

em
bo

lis
m Thrombophlebitis (superficial) or  

condition after healed phlebitis ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Thrombosis prophylaxis  
in mobile patients ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Deep venous thrombosis, condition after thrombosis,  
post-thrombotic syndrome ● ● ● ● ●
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Step 2:  Consider patient-specific criteria

Recommendation – mediven® care compass:
    • The higher the weight
    • The stronger the oedema (venous oedema)
    • The more severe the disease
    • The softer the connective tissue
→  The stronger the stocking material should be.
→  Already meeting a single criterion requires a stronger material.
→  Please note! For lymphoedema or lipoedema, use mediven flat knit.

mediven comfort

mediven for men

mediven elegance

mediven sheer & soft

1. Weight

Light
(e.g., mediven elegance)Material

Criteria

Recommended mediven® 
compression stockings:

2. Oedema (venous oedema) 

3.  Severity of the disease

Case example: Obese, mild disease 

and light oedema → strong material
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mediven comfort

mediven active

mediven forte

mediven plus

Medium
(e.g., mediven plus)

Strong
(e.g., mediven forte)
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mediven® 
medical compression 
stockings
mediven round-knitted compression stockings are the 
cornerstone of the conservative treatment for 
patients with venous disorder. They are the basic form 
of therapy for patients with venous disorders. 

In combination with a healthy lifestyle and physical 
activity, medical compression stockings improve the 
venous signs and symptoms. Your customers will soon 
notice that mediven compression stockings are good for 
them and their well-being, and that they are improving 
their quality of life.
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Soft Elastic
The new knitting technique increases 
wearing comfort with a greater 
feeling of freedom for the toes and 
less pressure in the area of the 
forefoot with a closed toe.

Special measurements to fit 
personal needs
Individual made-to-measure 
garments for severe indications, 
unusual limb shapes or for special 
characteristics.

Clima Comfort* 
Reduces perspiration and prevents 
the skin from drying out. This is 
achieved by the patented knit which 
ensures rapid moisture transportati-
on. This allows temperature 
moderation throughout the 
stocking.*

Clima Fresh 
The technology integrated in the 
medi high-tech yarn promises you 
freshness and hygiene all day long. 
The natural odour neutrality remains 
permanently. 

Perfect Fit 
Active breathing, elastic materials 
and a high quality finish combine to 
ensure patient comfort.

Textile trust
Guaranteed hypo-allergenic and latex-free

 

 

All mediven stockings are latex-free.

Care instructions
• Wash your compression stocking daily.
• mediven compression stockings can be washed in washing 

machines at 40° C on a delicate programme.
• Only use gentle detergents for washing. Do not use fabric 

softeners as these can block the pores and cause matting of 
the fibres.

• Never dry compression stockings in the sun or on heaters.
• Most mediven models are suitable for drying in the gentle 

programme of driers.
• Please do not have compression stockings dry cleaned, do 

not iron or treat with chlorine.
• Use the mediven laundry net to wash your compression 

stockings with extra care.

There are many reasons  
for deciding for mediven® 
These powerful product features speak for themselves.

Soft Elastic

*Clima Comfort

Comfort, scientifically tested by the French Institute IFTH. 
The test result shows that the Clima Comfort technology 
from medi guarantees climate exchange between the skin 
and the stocking. medi achieved an outstanding total score 
of 11 out of 12 points. 
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mediven sheer & soft®

medi’s most translucent compression stocking.

Suitable for 
• women 
• normal weight 
• no venous oedema 
• firm connective tissue

Your benefit
• Concrete sales argument: 

Tested consumer preference in the categories sheerness, 
softness, moisture regulation, durability, and comfort. 
For more information see separate brochure 98E72

• Offer your customers a fashionable solution for the 
treatment of light venous diseases. 

Benefits for your customers
• Extremely sheer, not distinguishable from fashion 

stockings
• Soft and gentle on the skin 
• Available with open toe

Additional benefits
• The skin feels comfortable all year round with  

Clima Comfort
• Clima Fresh – always fresh feet
• Extremely skin-friendly – tested quality to  

Oeko-Tex Standard 100

Natural 
S 

Ebony 
S

Material

light
Compression

15 – 20 mmHg,  
20 – 30 mmHg
Product benefits

Sheer stocking for light venous 
diseases.

Colours

The article is available in the 
following colours.
S = Standard
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mediven sheer & soft®

medi’s most translucent compression stocking.

Try a major advance in compression therapy. 
 mediven sheer & soft takes comfort to a whole new 
level. Yet these compression stockings are so sheer 
that only you will know that they are medical 
compression stockings.

Indications*
• Varicose veins

 - Primary or secondary varicosis 
 - Varicose veins in pregnancy
 - Supporting sclerotherapy 
 - After varicose vein surgery

• Chronic venous disorders: C0s to C2 according to 
CEAP

• Thrombosis prophylaxis in mobile patients 
• Thrombophlebitis (superficial) or condition after 

healed phlebitis 

Attractive topband

Knee length stocking (AD)

Panty (AT)

Open toe – detail

*  The choice of the optimum compression sock depends on the indication and 
the patient’s individual needs.
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Material composition

Elastane (EL) Polyamide (PA)

44 % 56 % 

Washing instructions

Wash-and-wear       

Suitable for washing machine and drier

mediven sheer & soft

Styles AD AD pte. AG AG pte.

calf calf petite thigh thigh petite

15 – 20 mmHg O140x11–7 O147x11–7 O161x11–7 O151x11–7

20 – 30 mmHg O240x11–7 O247x11–7 O261x11–7 O251x11–7

Styles AT AT pte.

panty panty petite

15 – 20 mmHg O110x11–7 O117x11–7

20 – 30 mmHg O210x11–7 O217x11–7

Standard styles

Shoe size 35 – 42

See the last page for the article numbers

Measuring mediven sheer & soft

Size Circumference in cm

I II III IV V VI VII

cG 42 – 57 45 – 61,5 49 – 66,5 52 – 73 56 – 79 60 – 84,5 64 – 87,5

cD 26 – 33,5 28 – 37 30 – 40 32 – 43 33,5 – 46,5 35,5 – 49,5 37,5 – 52,5

cC 28 – 35,5 30 – 39 32,5 – 42 35 – 45 37 – 48,5 39,5 – 51,5 41,5 – 54,5

cB 18 – 20 20,5 – 22,5 23 – 25 25,5 – 27,5 28 – 30 30,5 – 33 33,5 – 36

Length 

Calf stocking / panty petite: 34 – 38 cm Thigh stocking / panty petite: 62 – 71 cm

Calf stocking / panty standard: 39 – 44 cm Thigh stocking / panty standard: 72 – 83 cm
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Caramel 
S+M

Black 
S+M

Anthracite
S+M

Navy 
S+M

medi Magenta**** 
S+M

White****

S+M 

Rosé 
S+M

Cashmere 
S+M 

Beige
S+M

Bronze
S+M

****Delivery period up to 10 working days.
Available with sparkling Swarovski® crystals.*****

mediven elegance®

All you see is beauty. Effective compression has 
never looked so good. 

Suitable for 
• women 
• normal weight 
• no venous oedema 
• firm connective tissue

Your benefits
• Win over new customers with the combination of 

fashion and medical efficacy
• Enhance your image as a fashion adviser in  

compression therapy

Benefits for your customers
• Elastic knitting yarn ensures a lower sense of 

pressure with the full medical compression effect 
• Perfect fit and outstanding wearing comfort (1st 

place in the ECOM* study) 
• The very latest choice of colours for the fashion 

conscious
• With medi compression, your customers are certain 

to feel comfortable in their compression garments
• Attractive topband motifs for thigh-length stockings

Additional benefits
• Dermatologically tested – suitable for sensitive / 

atopic skin
• Most popular compression garment of all products 

tested in a study with end consumers**
• Soft Elastic guarantees more freedom for the toes
• The skin feels comfortable all year round with  

Clima Comfort (tested by IFTH ***)
• Clima Fresh – always fresh feet
• Extremely skin-friendly – tested quality to  

Oeko-Tex Standard 100

*    cf. Elste F. (Deutsches Zentrum für Medizinmarketing, Duale Hochschule 
Baden-Württemberg), ECOM Studie. Frankfurt am Main, 2012. 

**  cf. Ben Ammar, F. (Dermscan): Clinical evaluation of the skin compatibility of 
a medical device - application testing realized under dermatological 
control, Tunis 2012/2013.

***  cf. Institut Francais du textile et de l’habillement (IFTH), Clima Comfort Test. 
Villeneuve-d’Ascq, 2010.

Soft Elastic

Material

light
Compression

CCL 1, 2
Product benefits

The elegant stocking in many fashionable colours 
and styles.

Colours

The article is available in the following colours.
S = Standard
M = Made-to-measure 

Trend colours are available.

*****Swarovski® is a registered trademark of Swarovski AG. 
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mediven elegance®

All you see is beauty. Effective compression has 
never looked so good.

Indications*
• Varicose veins

 - Primary or secondary varicosis 
 - Varicose veins in pregnancy
 - Supporting sclerotherapy 
 - After varicose vein surgery

• Chronic venous disorders: C0s to C2 according to 
CEAP

• Thrombosis prophylaxis in mobile patients 
• Thrombophlebitis (superficial) or condition after 

healed phlebitis 

Thigh length stocking (AG) with plain silicone 
topband rose

Panty (AT)

Silicone micro dot topband sensitive 

Knee length stocking (AD) with soft cuff

*  The choice of the optimum compression sock depends on the indication and 
the patient’s individual needs.
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mediven elegance

Styles AD AD pte. AG AG pte. AG / FBR

 
calf
narrow silicone 
topband

calf petite thigh thigh petite thigh with topband

Class 1 0140x11–7 0147x11–7 0160x11–7 0150x11–7 016Hx11–7

Class 2 0240x11–7 0247x11–7 0260x11–7 0250x11–7 026Hx11–7

Styles AG pte. / FBR AT AT pte. AT / U AT / U pte.

thigh petite  
with topband

panty panty petite maternity panty maternity panty 
petite

Class 1 015Hx11–7 0110x11–7 0117x11–7 0120x11–7 0127x11–7

Class 2 025Hx11–7 0210x11–7 0217x11–7 0220x11–7 0227x11–7

See the last page for the article numbers

Standard styles

Standard Sizes I – VII,
Length normal and petite
Topband normal and wide

Made-to-measure Available

Special versions Available, see page 50

Border AD tricot border, narrow silicone dot topband
AF and AG tricot border
Silicone dot topband, Silicone dot topband motif, Plain silicone topband 
rose, Silicone micro dot topband sensitive
All topbands are standard styles.

Gusset AT comfort gusset,
AT / U with closed panty top

Foot part With open or closed toe
Universal foot size, shoe sizes 36 – 43

Material composition 

Elastane (EL) Polyamide (PA) 

CCL 1 34 % 66 % 

CCL 2 39 % 61 %

Washing instructions

Wash-and-wear       
Suitable for washing machine and drier
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mediven® for men
The elegant compression sock.

Suitable for 
• men 
• normal weight 
• no / light venous oedema 
• also for soft connective tissue 

Your benefits
• Winner of the iF product design award 2011 offers 

an additional sales benefit
• Customers are satisfied and will keep coming back 

thanks to the perfect fit and easy donning and 
doffing

• Fulfil a broad spectrum of customers’ wishes with 
the classic, modern choice of colours – anthracite, 
navy, brown and black

Benefits for your customers
• Power and constant compression all day long
• Simply feel great with the perfect fit and the ease of 

handling due to the anatomically shaped toe with 
the practical right and left markings

• Bang up to date with the popular ’Business Rib’ 
design and the stylish choice of colours

Additional benefits
• Extremely soft, extra wide comfort cuffs for the best 

possible feel and fit
• The skin feels comfortable all year round with  

Clima Comfort (tested by IFTH)
• Clima Fresh over the whole leg for a feeling of 

freshness around the clock
• Extremely skin-friendly – tested quality to  

Oeko-Tex Standard 100

�������
������
�����

����

Anthracite 
S 

Black 
S

Brown 
S 

Navy 
S 

Material

light
Compression

CCL 1, 2
Product benefits

The men’s sock in fashionable 
‘Business Rib’ design.

Colours

The article is available in the 
following colours.
S = Standard
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mediven® for men
The elegant compression sock.

Indications*
• Primary or secondary varicosis 
• Chronic venous disorders: C0s to C3 according to 

CEAP
• Thrombosis prophylaxis in mobile patients 
• Thrombophlebitis (superficial) or condition after 

healed phlebitis 

Knee length stocking (AD)

Extra wide comfort border

Anatomically shaped foot with right and left 
markings

*  The choice of the optimum compression sock depends on the indication and 
the patient’s individual needs.
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mediven for men 

Styles AD AD pte.

calf calf petite

Class 1 Article No. 3A40x11–7 3A47x11–7

Class 2 Article No. 3B40x11–7 3B47x11–7

Standard styles

Standard Sizes I – VII,  
Length standard and petite 

Special versions Not available

Border AD tricot border

Foot part Closed toe  
Shoe sizes 39 – 46

Material composition 

Elastane (EL) Polyamide (PA)

CCL 1 23 % 77 %

CCL 2 29 % 71 %

Washing instructions

Wash-and-wear       
Suitable for washing machine and drier

See the last page for the article numbers
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mediven® comfort
All you feel is softness. The cuddly side of 
compression. 

Suitable for 
• women 
• normal weight / overweight*
• light to severe venous oedema* 
• firm connective tissue

Your benefits
• Increased customer compliance with the extremely 

soft knit and particularly easy donning and doffing
• Extremely pleasant wearing comfort as a potent 

sales argument
• Even more customer satisfaction due to the  

double-knit comfort sole

Benefits for your customers
• Optimum comfort due to the extremely soft fabric
• Easy handling for the daily donning and doffing
• Contains lanolin** for effective skin care
• Perfect silhouette with the moulded comfort panty 

top

Additional benefits
• The elastic comfort gusset offers additional comfort
• The skin feels comfortable all year round with  

Clima Comfort (tested by IFTH)
• Clima Fresh – always fresh feet
• Extremely skin-friendly – tested quality to  

Oeko-Tex Standard 100

*   Use mediven comfort for serious edema only in patients with normal weight. 
With overweight and more serious edema, medi recommends stronger 
material.

**  Natural substance for treating dry and rough skin, has many applications,  
for example, in baby and child care. Caring protective action remains even 
after 100 washes.

Material

medium
Compression

CCL 1, 2
Product benefits

Comfortable handling by easy 
donning and doffing. 

Colours

The article is available in the 
following colours.
S = Standard
M = Made-to-measure 

Trend colours are available.

Available with sparkling 
Swarovski® crystals.****

**** Swarovski® is a registered trademark 
of Swarovski AG. 

Caramel 
S+M

Black 
S+M

Anthracite
S+M

Navy 
S+M

Rosé*** 
S+M

Cashmere 
S+M 

Beige***

S+M

Bronze***

S+M

***Delivery period up to 10 
working days.
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mediven® comfort
All you feel is softness. The cuddly side of 
compression. 

Indications*
• Varicose veins

 - Primary or secondary varicosis 
 - Varicose veins in pregnancy
 - Supporting sclerotherapy 
 - After varicose vein surgery

• Chronic venous disorders: C0s to C4 according to 
CEAP

• Thrombosis prophylaxis in mobile patients 
• Thrombophlebitis (superficial) or condition after 

healed phlebitis 
• Deep venous thrombosis, condition after 

thrombosis, post-thrombotic syndrome

Comfort panty top

Double-knitted comfort sole

Silicone dot topband 

*  The choice of the optimum compression sock depends on the indication and 
the patient’s individual needs.
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mediven comfort

open toe

Styles AD AD pte. AG / NoB AG pte. / NoB AT AT pte.

calf calf petite thigh with  
topband

thigh petite  
with topband

panty panty petite

Class 1 Z540x01–7 Z547x01–7 Z569x01–7 Z559x01–7 Z510x01–7 Z517x01–7

Class 2 Z640x01–7 Z647x01–7 Z669x01–7 Z659x01–7 Z610x01–7 Z617x01–7

closed toe

Styles AD AD pte. AG / NoB AG pte. / NoB AT AT pte.

calf calf petite thigh  
with topband

thigh petite  
with topband

panty panty petite

Class 1 Z540x11–7 Z540x11–7 Z569x11–7 Z559x11–7 Z510x11–7 Z517x11–7

Class 2 Z640x11–7 Z640x11–7 Z669x11–7 Z659x11–7 Z610x11–7 Z617x11–7

Standard styles

Standard Sizes I – VII 
Length standard and petite
Topband standard and wide

Made-to-measure Available

Special versions Available, see page 50

Border AD tricot border, narrow silicone dot topband 
AG Silicone dot topband, Silicone dot topband 
motif, Plain silicone topband rose, Silicone micro 
dot topband sensitive 
All topbands are standard styles.

Gusset AT comfort gusset

Foot part With open or closed toe
Universal foot size, shoe sizes 36 – 43

Material composition 

Elastane (EL) Polyamide (PA)

CCL 1 32 % 68 % 

CCL 2 35 % 65 %

See the last page for the article numbers

Washing instructions

Wash-and-wear       
Suitable for washing machine and drier
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mediven plus®

All you experience is reliability. Compression has 
never proven so trustworthy.

Suitable for 
• women / men 
• normal weight / overweight 
• light to heavy venous oedema 
• also for soft connective tissue

Your benefits
• Safe and reliable care for a large target group and a 

large number of indications
• Suitable for HIM and HER due to the opaque look 

and numerous variants
• Satisfaction of individual customer needs with a 

wide range of variants, ideal for sensitive and large 
thighs 

Benefits for your customers
• Reliable fit due to the plus-heel with Y-shape, 

perfectly fitting toe section and broader cuff
• As versatile as your patients’ needs
• Excellent durability due to the hard-wearing 

material

Additional benefits
• Maxi panty top as standard
• Dermatologically tested and proven to be 

comfortable even for those who are prone to allergic 
reactions or have sensitive skin

• Antibacterial effect on the whole leg with Clima 
Fresh

• Four topbands for individual needs
• Extremely skin-friendly – tested quality to  

Oeko-Tex Standard 100

Material

medium
Compression

CCL 1, 2, 3
Product benefits

The reliable stocking for every day.

Colours

The article is available in the 
following colours.
S = Standard
M = Made-to-measure 

Trend colours are available.

Available with sparkling 
Swarovski® crystals.** 

** Swarovski® is a registered trademark of 
Swarovski AG. 

Caramel 
S+M

Black 
S+M

Anthracite
S+M

Navy 
S+M

Rosé 
S+M

Cashmere 
S+M 

Beige
S+M

Bronze
S+M

medi Magenta* 
S+M

White*
S+M 

*Delivery period up to 10 working 
days.
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mediven plus®

All you experience is reliability. Compression has 
never proven so trustworthy.

Indications*

• Varicose veins
 - Primary or secondary varicosis 
 - Varicose veins in pregnancy
 - Supporting sclerotherapy 
 - After varicose vein surgery

• Chronic venous disorders: C0s to C5 according to 
CEAP

• Thrombosis prophylaxis in mobile patients 
• Thrombophlebitis (superficial) or condition after 

healed phlebitis 
• Deep venous thrombosis, condition after 

thrombosis, post-thrombotic syndrome 

*  The choice of the optimum compression sock depends on the indication and the 
patient’s individual needs.

Knee length stocking (AD)

Plus-heel and sole reinforcement

Maxi panty top as standard
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Standard styles

Standard Sizes I – VII,
Length normal and petite
Topband normal and wide 

Made-to-measure Available

Special versions Available, see page 50

Border AD tricot border, narrow silicone dot topband 
AF and AG Silicone dot topband, Silicone dot topband 
motif, Plain silicone topband rose, Silicone micro dot 
topband sensitive 
All topbands are standard styles.
Waist attachment

Gusset AT, sizes I – III groin gusset
Sizes IV – VII narrow,
gusset at the back up to the waist, 
maxi panty top
AT / U with closed panty top
AT / H opening horizontal

Foot part With open or closed toe
Universal foot size, shoe sizes 36 – 43

Material composition

Elastane (EL) Polyamide (PA)

CCL 1 25 % 75 % 

CCL 2 31 % 69 %

CCL 3 37 % 63 %

Washing instructions

Wash-and-wear       
Suitable for washing machine and drier

See the last page for the article numbers

Styles ATE ATE pte. AT / U AT / U pte. CT BT

one legged panty one legged panty petite maternity 
panty

maternity 
panty petite

capri shorts leggings

right left right left

Class 1 4AE3x01–7 4AE2x01–7 4AV3x01–7 4AV2x01–7 4A20x01–7 4A27x01–7
made-to-
measure

made-to-
measure

Class 2 4BE3x01–7 4BE2x01–7 4BV3x01–7 4BV2x01–7 4B20x01–7 4B27x01–7

Class 3 4CE3x01–7 4CE2x01–7 4CV3x01–7 4CV2x01–7 4C20x01–7 4C27x01–7

mediven plus

Styles AD AD pte. AG / NoB AG / NoB pte. AT AT + maxi 
panty top

AT pte.

calf calf petite thigh with
topband

thigh petite 
with topband

panty panty with 
maxi  
panty top

panty petite

Class 1 4A40x01–7 4A47x01–7 4A61x01–7 4A51x01–7 4A10x01–7 4AZ0x01–7 4A17x01–7

Class 2 4B40x01–7 4B47x01–7 4B61x01–7 4B51x01–7 4B10x01–7 4BZ0x01–7 4B17x01–7

Class 3 4C40x01–7 4C47x01–7 4C61x01–7 4C51x01–7 4C10x01–7 4CZ0x01–7 4C17x01–7

Styles ET AT / H AT / H pte. AG AG pte.

 

cycling short men’s leotard men’s leotard 
petite

thigh  
with waist attachment

thigh with waist attachment 
petite

right left right left

Class 1
made-to-
measure

4A30x01–7 4A37x01–7 4A63x01–7 4A62x01–7 4A53x01–7 4A52x01–7

Class 2 4B30x01–7 4B37x01–7 4B63x01–7 4B62x01–7 4B53x01–7 4B52x01–7

Class 3 4C30x01–7 4C37x01–7 4C63x01–7 4C62x01–7 4C53x01–7 4C52x01–7
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mediven active®

The hard wearing compression sock.

Suitable for 
• men 
• normal weight / overweight 
• light to heavy venous oedema 
• also for soft connective tissue

Your benefits
• Convincing the new target group of physically active 

men who look for inconspicuous therapy socks
• Additional sales benefit due to the unique knitting 

technique
• Best rating in categories like inconspicuous look, soft 

touch, wearing comfort in the iCONSULT study* 
• Winner of the iF product design award 2013 offers 

an additional sales benefit

Benefits for your customers
• Relief of pressure due to a seam you can’t feel at the 

toes
• Suitable for everyday use due to its robust and hard 

wearing material
• Incredibly soft with its sporty comfort sole as well as 

the broad cuff 

Additional benefits
• Strong and low heel for additional comfort and a fit 

like a second skin
• The skin feels comfortable all year round with Clima 

Comfort (tested by IFTH)
• Extremely skin-friendly – tested quality to  

Oeko-Tex Standard 100

*  cf. iCONSULT Forschung & Consulting GmbH, Usage & Attitude-Studie 
Venenbeschwerden. München, 2011.

Brown 
S 

Material

strong
Compression

CCL 1, 2
Product benefits

The indestructible and  
comfortable men’s sock.

Colours

The article is available in the 
following colours.
S = Standard

Black 
S+M

Anthracite
S+M

Navy 
S+M

White
S 
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mediven active®

The hard wearing compression sock.

Indications*
• Primary or secondary varicosis 
• Chronic venous disorders: C0s to C4 according to 

CEAP
• Thrombosis prophylaxis in mobile patients 
• Thrombophlebitis (superficial) or condition after 

healed phlebitis 
• Deep venous thrombosis, condition after 

thrombosis, post-thrombotic syndrome
Knee length stocking (AD)

Seam you can’t feel at the toe

Comfort sole

*  The choice of the optimum compression sock depends on the indication and 
the patient’s individual needs.
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mediven active 

Styles AD AD pte.

calf calf petite

Class 1 Article No. 3540x11–7 3547x11–7

Class 2 Article No. 3640x11–7 3647x11–7

Standard styles

Standard Sizes I – VII,  
Length standard and petite 

Special versions Not available

Border AD tricot border

Foot part Closed toe  
Shoe sizes 38 – 48

Material composition 

Elastane (EL) Polyamide (PA)

CCL 1 10 % 90 %

CCL 2 11 % 89 %

Washing instructions

Wash-and-wear       
Suitable for washing machine and drier

See the last page for the article numbers
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mediven® forte
All you feel is protection. Pleasant compression has 
never been so powerful. 

Suitable for 
• women / men 
• normal weight to obese 
• light to heavy venous oedema 
• also for soft connective tissue

Your benefits
• Safe and reliable care, even for severe Indications
• Reliable therapy for your customers

Benefits for your customers
• Maximum pressure stability (high working pressure 

for a deep functional effect)
• Extremely hard-wearing seamless material for 

optimum wearing comfort

Additional benefits
• Extremely soft, extra wide comfort cuffs for the best 

possible feel
• Clima Fresh over the whole leg for a feeling of 

freshness around the clock
• Extremely skin-friendly – tested quality to  

Oeko-Tex Standard 100

Material

strong
Compression

CCL 2, 3
Product benefits

The strong stocking for severe 
indications.

Colours

The article is available in the 
following colours.
S = Standard
M = Made-to-measure 

Trend colours are available.

Available with sparkling 
Swarovski® crystals.** 

** Swarovski® is a registered trademark of 
Swarovski AG. 

Caramel 
S+M

Black 
S+M

Anthracite
S+M

Navy 
S+M

Rosé* 
S+M

Cashmere 
S+M 

Beige*
S+M

Bronze*
S+M

*Delivery period up to 10 working 
days.
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mediven® forte
All you feel is protection. Pleasant compression has 
never been so powerful. 

Indications*
• Varicose veins

 - Primary or secondary varicosis 
 - Varicose veins in pregnancy
 - Supporting sclerotherapy 
 - After varicose vein surgery

• Chronic venous disorders: C0s to C5 according to 
CEAP

• Thrombosis prophylaxis in mobile patients 
• Thrombophlebitis (superficial) or condition after 

healed phlebitis 
• Deep venous thrombosis, condition after 

thrombosis, post-thrombotic syndrome

Knee length stocking (AD)

Thigh length stocking (AG) with open toe

Open toe – detail

*  The choice of the optimum compression sock depends on the indication and 
the patient’s individual needs.
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Standard styles

Standard Sizes I – VII,
Length normal and petite,
Topband normal and wide

Made-to-measure Available

Special version Available, see page 50

Border AD tricot border, narrow silicone dot topband 
AF and AG tricot border
Silicone dot topband, Silicone dot topband motif, Plain 
silicone topband rose, Silicone micro dot topband 
sensitive 
All topbands are standard styles. 

Gusset AT, sizes I – III groin gusset
Sizes IV – VII narrow gusset at the back up to the waist,
AT / U with closed panty top
AT / H opening horizontal

Foot part With open or closed toe 
Choice of 2 foot lengths
Short foot sizes 36 – 38,  
normal foot sizes 38 – 43

Material composition

Elastane (EL) Polyamide (PA)

CCL 2 21 % 79 % 

CCL 3 26 % 74 %

mediven forte

Styles AD AD pte. AG / NoB AG pte. / NoB AG AG pte.

calf calf petite thigh thigh petite thigh  
with waist attachment

thigh petite  
with waist attachment

right left right left 

Class 2 F240x01–7 F247x01–7 F260x01–7 F250x01–7 F263x01–7 F262x01–7 F253x01–7 F252x01–7

Class 3 F340x01–7 F347x01–7 F360x01–7 F350x01–7 F363x01–7 F362x01–7 F353x01–7 F352x01–7

Styles AT ATE AT pte. AT / U BT CT ET AT / H AT / H pte.

panty one legged 
panty

panty petite maternity 
panty

leggings capri 
shorts

cycling 
short

men’s 
leotard

men’s leotard 
petite

Class 2 F210x01–7 made-to-
measure

F217x01–7 made-to-
measure

made-to-
measure

made-to-
measure

made-to-
measure

made-to-
measure

made-to-
measureClass 3 F310x01–7 F317x01–7

See the last page for the article numbers

Washing instructions

Wash-and-wear       
Suitable for washing machine and drier
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mediven® 
Special models in the 
round-knitted range
Special versions are all variants of the articles that are 
available above and beyond the standard range of 
mediven articles. 

This overview will help you choose and offer the right 
add-on in order to provide the best solution for every unique 
patient and make it easier for you to hold active sales talks. 
Special versions of mediven take into account the 
individuality of patients with venous disease and ensure 
pleasant and comfortable wear combined with easier 
treatment. Compliance means high patient loyalty to 
treatment!  
Increase your chance of successful repeat sales and thus 
long-term customer loyalty.
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Standard models 
Foot tips

Open toe

Suitable for
• customers who are prone to perspiration
• customers who often put on an additional stocking

mediven elegance mediven plus mediven comfort mediven forte

Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Made-to-measure Standard Standard Standard Standard

In case of modification Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

Closed toe

Suitable for
• single foot size: mediven elegance, mediven plus and mediven comfort 

foot size 36 – 43
• two foot sizes for mediven forte 
 small foot up to 23 cm 
 large foot from 24 cm

mediven elegance mediven plus mediven comfort mediven forte

Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Made-to-measure Standard Standard Standard Standard

In case of modification Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge
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Special models 
Foot tips

Soft toe

Suitable for
• customers who are hypersensitive in the toe region  

(e.g. hammer toe). 
The soft foot tip does not press on the toes.

Note: Due to the various knit materials, it can come in various colours.

mediven elegance mediven plus mediven comfort mediven forte

Standard Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

Made-to-measure Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

In case of modification Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

Hallux valgus toe section

Suitable for
• customers who require freedom of movement for their toes
• simultaneously relieving pressure from the “critical” bunion area

mediven elegance mediven plus mediven comfort mediven forte

Standard Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

Made-to-measure Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

In case of modification – – – –

Plush foot

Available in AD, AG and AT varieties

Suitable for
• customers with pressure-sensitive feet
• customers with cold feet

mediven elegance mediven plus mediven comfort mediven forte

Standard – – Extra charge –

Made-to-measure – – Extra charge –

In case of modification – – – –

available until 

December 31, 2019
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Anatomical toe

Suitable for
• customers who are hypersensitive in the toe region 
• particularly well suited to narrow shoes (e.g. business shoes)

Jersey foot tips lengthened according 
to specifications

Jersey foot tips shortened according 
to specifications

Jersey foot tips can be lengthened or shortened according to 
specifications

Suitable for
• individual supply according to customer specific measurements

mediven 
elegance

mediven  
plus

mediven 
comfort

mediven 
forte

Standard Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

Made-to-measure Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

In case of 
modification

– – – –

mediven 
elegance

mediven 
plus

mediven 
comfort

mediven 
forte

Standard Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

Made-to-measure Standard Standard Standard Standard

In case of 
modification

Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge
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Jersey border at the foot lengthened according to specifications

Suitable for
• individual supply according to customer specific measurements

Foot length shortened according to specifications

Suitable for
• individual supply according to customer specific measurements

mediven 
elegance

mediven 
plus

mediven 
comfort

mediven 
forte

Standard Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

Made-to-measure Standard Standard Standard Standard

In case of 
modification

Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

mediven 
elegance

mediven 
plus

mediven 
comfort

mediven 
forte

Standard Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

Made-to-measure Standard Standard Standard Standard

In case of 
modification

Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge
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Panty top longer / shorter

Indications longer
• Large bottom
• Large abdomen
Indications shorter
• Small bottom

mediven elegance mediven plus mediven comfort mediven forte

Standard Extra charge Extra charge – –

Made-to-measure No extra charge No extra charge – No extra charge

In case of modification Extra charge Extra charge – Extra charge

mediven elegance mediven plus mediven comfort mediven forte

Standard Extra charge Extra charge – –

Made-to-measure No extra charge No extra charge – No extra charge

In case of modification Extra charge Extra charge – Extra charge

Panty top front / back, longer / shorter

Suitable for front longer or back shorter
• small bottom, large abdomen
Suitable for front shorter or back longer
• large bottom, small abdomen
Note: Max. 9 cm shorter or longer

Pantyhose with compressive panty top

Suitable for
• large panty section circumference, lax connective tissues, 

pendulous abdomen, weak abdominal muscles, diastases
• pelvic vein thrombosis, lymphoedema and lipoedema,  

lipolymphoedema

mediven elegance mediven plus mediven comfort mediven forte

Standard Extra charge Extra charge – –

Made-to-measure Extra charge Extra charge – Extra charge
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Pantyhose with stoma opening

Suitable for
• stoma patients
Please note
• First fit the customer with the pantyhose, then mark the stoma 

opening. Then send us the pantyhose so we can create the hole. 
This way, the stoma opening will be in the correct position.

• Please bring a "template" for repeat sales

mediven elegance mediven plus mediven comfort mediven forte

Standard Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge –

Made-to-measure Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

In case of modification Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge Extra charge

One-leg pantyhose

• As an alternative to a waist attachment or topband
• For proximal thromboses

mediven elegance mediven plus mediven comfort mediven forte

Standard – Extra charge – –

Made-to-measure – Extra charge – Extra charge

Pantyhose with open crotch

Suitable for
• immobile patients
• incontinent patients
• catheterized patients
• genital mycoses

mediven elegance mediven plus mediven comfort mediven forte

Standard Extra charge Extra charge – –

Made-to-measure No extra charge No extra charge – No extra charge

In case of modification Extra charge Extra charge – Extra charge

* Extra charge rules always based on price AG with tricot border.
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Waist attachment

Suitable for
• conical thighs
• very soft thighs
• allergic patients (alternative to silicone-coated topband)

* Extra charge rules always based on price AG with tricot border.

mediven elegance mediven plus* mediven comfort mediven forte*

Standard – Extra charge – Extra charge

Made-to-measure – Extra charge – Extra charge

In case of modification – Extra charge – Extra charge

Silicone dot topband, Silicone dot topband motif, Silicone 
micro dot topband sensitive, Plain silicone topband rose 

Available for mediven elegance, mediven comfort, mediven 
plus and mediven forte 

Plain silicone topband rose: Tried-and-tested, reliable hold 
thanks to the surface coating. Elegant, feminine design. Fine, thin 
topband quality.

Silicone micro dot topband sensitive: Barely noticeable, fine 
silicone beads on the reverse, which provide reliable hold. Very 
good air circulation. Neutral design. Fine, thin topband quality.

Silicone dot topband motif: Tried-and-tested, reliable hold 
thanks to textured silicone. Good air circulation. Fashionable 
design. Sturdy, robust topband quality. 

Silicone dot topband: Tried-and-tested, reliable hold thanks to 
textured silicone. Good air circulation. Neutral design. Sturdy, 
robust topband quality. 

Silicone dot 
topband motif 

Silicone micro dot 
topband sensitive

Silicone dot 
topband 

Plain silicone 
topband rose
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Stocking suspenders

Stocking suspenders with strap, adjustable with 2 or 4 
suspenders. Can be used with all styles.
• One side in sizes: 

1 Waist 80 – 90 cm, 2 Waist 95 – 105 cm, 3 Waist 110 – 120 cm
• Both sides in sizes: 

1 Waist 80 – 90 cm, 2 Waist 95 – 105 cm, 3 Waist 110 – 120 cm

Yard ware (1 m, 5 m)

Can be ordered as required!
Silicone dot topband (NoB)
Silicone dot topband motif (NoM)
Plain silicone topband rose (FBR)
Silicone micro dot topband sensitive (MBs)

In all colours, composition: silicone,  
polyamide, polyester, elastane

Plain silicone 
topband rose (FBR)

Silicone dot 
topband (NoB)

Silicone dot 
topband motif 
(NoM)

Silicone micro dot 
topband sensitive 
(MBs)
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mediven® 
Gusset variants
Gussets are knitted into the groin area of compression 
pantyhose. The following pages will give you an overview of  
the “standard gusset” that is used in all the round knit models. 

In addition to this, you can choose from further gusset variants for 
standard sizes and made-to-measure garments for your customers, 
since a size in centimetres says little about the anatomy of patients 
with venous disease or the relationship between abdomen and 
bottom. Besides the pictures, a description simplifies the correct 
choice of gusset. The optimum compression pantyhose gives the 
wearer absolute comfort in the panty top.
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Standard model

Models mediven plus, mediven forte

Sizes I – III

mediven® Gusset standard variants

front

back

Standard Gusset mediven elegance mediven plus mediven forte mediven comfort

Comfort gusset Sizes I – VII
cT 60 – 125
cH 80 – 145

Sizes I – VII
cT 60 – 125
cH 80 – 135

Crotch gusset
Small abdomen and small bottom 
For women with a less pronounced 
abdomen and bottom

Sizes I – III
cT 60 – 95
cH 80 – 110

Sizes I – III
cT 60 – 95
cH 80 – 110

Narrow gusset at the back
Small abdomen and large bottom
For women with a pronounced bottom, but 
a relatively flat abdomen

Sizes IV – VII
cT 80 – 125
cH 100 – 145 
Maxi panty top 
Sizes I – III
cT 95 – 140
cH 110 – 150

Sizes IV – VII
cT 80 – 125
cH 100 – 145

Wide gusset at the back 
Large abdomen and very large bottom
For women with a pronounced bottom but 
a comparatively flat abdomen

Maxi panty top
Sizes IV – V
cT 120 – 150
cH 135 – 160

Extra wide gusset at the back 
Very large abdomen and very large bottom
For women with a pronounced bottom and 
abdomen

Maxi panty top
Sizes VI – VII
cT 140 – 165
cH 145 – 170

Maternity panty AT / U, closed
Growing abdomen
Suitable for pregnant women with a large, 
growing abdominal circumference

Sizes I – VII
cT from 60
cH from 80

Sizes I – VII
cT from 60
cH from 80

Men’s leotard, horizontal fly
For men with fly

Sizes I – VII
cT 60 – 125
cH 80 – 145

front

back

Standard model

Models mediven elegance, mediven comfort

Sizes I – VII

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven comfort

Please order “Comfort crotch”

Made-to-measure

Models mediven plus, mediven forte

Please order “Small gusset in crotch only”

Comfort gusset

Standard gusset

Crotch gusset

Standard gusset
For women with a small abdomen and bottom.
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Special model

Models mediven plus

Sizes I – VII

Please order “Maxi-Panty top”

Narrow gusset, up to the waist  
at the back

For women with large bottoms and a relatively flat abdomen.

front

back

Narrow gusset, up to the waist  
at the front

For women with a large abdomen and a relatively flat bottom.

front

back

Maxi-Panty top

For women with large hip and waist circumferences.

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte

Special model

Models mediven elegance, Size IV – VII
mediven plus, Size I – III

Please order “Narrow gusset up to waist at back”
Can also be incorporated in the AT / U. Caution: this 
needs a transverse seam in the anterior crotch area.

Special model

Models mediven elegance, Size I – III
mediven plus, Size I – VII

Please order “Narrow gusset, up to the waist at the front”
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Variable gusset, back

For women with a narrow waist, a far more pronounced bottom 
and, in contrast, a flat abdomen.

front

back

Wide gusset, up to the waist at the front

For women with a pronounced abdomen and a relatively flat 
bottom.

front

back

Wide gusset, up to the waist at the back

For women with a far more pronounced bottom and, in contrast, a 
flat abdomen.

front

back

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte, 
mediven comfort

Special model

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven comfort

Please order “Wide gusset, up to waist at back”
Can also be incorporated in the AT / U. Caution: this 
needs a transverse seam in the anterior crotch area.

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte, 
mediven comfort

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte

Special model

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven comfort

Please order “Wide gusset, up to the waist at the front”

Special model

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus

Please order “Variable gusset, back”
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Continuous gusset, narrow

For women who are sensitive to pressure and have a slightly larger 
bottom and abdomen.

front

back

Continuous gusset, front narrow, back wide

For women with a large abdomen and a particularly pronounced 
bottom.

front

back

Variable gusset, front

For women with a narrow waist, a far more pronounced abdomen 
and, in contrast, a flat bottom.

front

back

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte

Special model

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus

Please order “Variable gusset, front”

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte

Special model

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus

Please order “Continuous gusset, narrow”

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte

Special model

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus

Please order “Continuous gusset, front narrow, back wide”
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Continuous gusset, front wide,  
back narrow

For women with a large abdominal circumference and a  
particularly pronounced bottom.

front

back

Continuous gusset, wide

For women with large abdomen and hips.

front

back

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte

Special model

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus

Please order “Continuous gusset, front wide and back narrow”

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte, 
mediven comfort

Special model

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven comfort

Please order “Continuous gusset, wide”
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Maternity panty AT / U, closed

Standard gusset
For pregnant women with large and growing abdominal  
circumferences.

front

side

Men’s gusset with vertical / horizontal fly

For men, with fly.

front

back

Maternity panty AT / U, open

For pregnant women with large and growing abdominal  
circumferences and tenderness to pressure.

front

side

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte

Special model

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus

Please order “Maternity panty AT / U, open”

Standard model

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus

Sizes I – VII

Standard model

Models mediven plus (standard horizontal fly)

Sizes I – VII

Made-to-measure

Models mediven elegance, mediven plus, mediven forte

Please order “Maternity panty AT / U, closed” 
The AT / U is possible with a narrow (No. 4) or with a 
wide (No. 6) gusset up to the waist at the back.
Caution: this needs a transverse seam in the 
anterior gusset area.

Made-to-measure

Models mediven plus, mediven forte

Please order “Men’s crotch with horizontal fly” or  
“Men’s crotch with vertical fly”
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Basic care of medi 
Duomed is the economic solution for a reliable 
compression therapy.

The cooperative partnership with medi enables  
you to address all customer needs and cover the 
complete product range of basic care, mediven 
quality products and premium special models. 
Simply obtain everything from medi through one 
provider. 
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Duomed
The economic solution for venous problems.

Suitable for 
• women / men 
• normal weight / over weight 
• light to severe venous oedema 
• also for soft connective tissue

Your benefits
• Offer to your customers an economic alternative
• You can be sure to offer appropriate medical 

compression

Benefits for your customers
• Combines ideal wearing properties and appropriate 

medical compression
• Your economic solution for a reliable compression 

therapy

Additional benefits
• Clima Fresh – always fresh feet
• Extremely skin-friendly – tested quality to  

Oeko-Tex Standard 100

Beige 
S 

Black 
S

Material

medium
Compression

CCL 1, 2
Product benefits

Economic wear for daily care.

Colours

The article is available in the 
following colours.
S = Standard

Caramel 
S+M

Sand 
S 
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Duomed
The economic solution for venous problems.

Indications*
• Varicose veins

 - Primary or secondary varicosis 
 - Varicose veins in pregnancy
 - Supporting sclerotherapy 
 - After varicose vein surgery

• Chronic venous disorders: C0s to C4 according to 
CEAP

• Thrombosis prophylaxis in mobile patients 
• Thrombophlebitis (superficial) or condition after 

healed phlebitis 
• Deep venous thrombosis, condition after 

thrombosis, post-thrombotic syndrome

Knee length stocking (AD) with closed toe

Thigh length stocking (AG) with closed toe

Panty (AT) with open toe

*  The choice of the optimum compression sock depends on the indication and 
the patient’s individual needs.
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Material composition 

Elastane (EL) Polyamide (PA)

CCL 1 37 % 63 % 

CCL 2 43 % 57 %

Duomed

Styles open toe AD AD pte. AG AG pte. AG / SN

 

calf calf petite thigh thigh petite thigh  
with topband

Class 1 Article No. V140x02–6 V147x02–6 V160x02–6 V150x02–6 V161x02–6

Class 2 Article No. V240x02–6 V247x02–6 V260x02–6 V250x02–6 V261x02–6

Styles open toe AG pte. / SN AT AT pte. AG AG pte.

thigh petite  
with topband

panty panty petite thigh with waist 
attachment
right left

thigh petite with  
waist attachment
right  left

Class 1 Article No. V151x02–6 V110x02–6 V117x02–6 V163x02–6 V162x02–6 V153x02–6 V152x02–6

Class 2 Article No. V251x02–6 V210x02–6 V217x02–6 V263x02–6 V262x02–6 V253x02–6 V252x02–6

Styles closed toe AD AD pte. AG AG pte. AG / SN

 

calf calf petite thigh thigh petite thigh  
with topband

Class 1 Article No. V140x12–6 V147x12–6 – – V161x12–6

Class 2 Article No. V240x12–6 V247x12–6 – – V261x12–6

Styles closed toe AG pte. / SN AT AT pte.

thigh petite  
with topband

panty panty petite

Class 1 Article No. V151x12–6 V110x12–6 V117x12–6

Class 2 Article No. V251x12–6 V210x12–6 V217x12–6

Standard styles

Standard sizes S – XXL

Made -to-measure not available

Special models not available

Border –

Gusset –

Foot part With open or closed toe 

Washing instructions

Wash-and-wear       
Suitable for washing machine and drier

See the last page for the article numbers
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mediven harmony®

The round knitted arm sleeve is suitable for example to be 
used for less severe, post-traumatic oedemas or oedemas 
caused by inactivity. 
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*  Black: minimum order quantities of 20 
pieces per size and variant; approx. 4 
weeks delivery period

mediven 
harmony®

Comfortable and effective round-knitted 
armsleeve.

Benefits
• The double ellipses on the point and in the crease of 

the elbow offer free motion. They are designed to 
assist with lymphatic drainage and to reduce 
wrinkles to a minimum to prevent soreness.

• High containment: high wall stability with a gentle 
touch of supple knit.

• Unmatched well-being: the innovative fabric 
structure stimulates the tissue and exerts a pleasant 
massage effect.

• The anatomical shape of the armsleeve ensures easy 
and correct donning and doffing.

• The hand part of the combined armsleeve offers two 
flat seams and a wedge at the web of the thumb. 
This reduces the tension and increases compliance.

• The silicone topband is knitted to the armsleeve 
with a flat and unconscious seam which secures 
hold but not sticking because of breathability.

Additional benefits
• Perfect Fit
• The skin feels comfortable all year round with 

Clima Comfort
• Variety: available in 2 compression classes, 3 colours 

and 2 hand pieces
• Premium quality RAL standard
• Latex-free
• Machine wash gentle cycle at 40° C and cool  

tumble dry
• Naturally moisturing properties of Lanolin

Compression

CCL 1, 2  
Product benefits

Caramel 
S 

Black 
S*

Sand 
S 

Colours

The article is available in the 
following colours.
S = Standard
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mediven 
harmony®

Comfortable and effective round-knitted 
armsleeve.

Indications*
• Shoulder arm vein thrombosis
• Postoperative and posttraumatic oedema
• Primary and secondary lymphoedema of the arm 

stage 1 (conditionally)
Please note: not suitable for pronounced oedema

*  These indications should be seen as a recommendation. The garment model and the strength 
of pressure required, i.e. the compression class, depend on the diagnosis, the treatment site, 
the clinical findings and the patient ś susceptibility to oedema. Please also consider the 
patient ś individual requirements and the circumstances (comorbidities, mobility, BMI, state 
of their skin and tissues, etc.).

Hand part (glove): prevention of accumulation of 
lymph fluid in the hand area while wearing a medical 
compression armsleeve

Narrow napped silicone 
topband

Combined armsleeve with hand part AG, sand

Ellipse in the elbow crease

Ellipse on the point of the elbow
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CG CG with topband CG with shouldercap

Standard  
length

Regular

Extra 
wide

CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y00x01 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z00x01 – 8
CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y00x11 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z00x11 – 8

Regular

Extra 
wide

CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y01x01 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z01x01 – 8
CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y01x11 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z01x11 – 8

Regular

Extra 
wide

CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y05x01 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z05x01 – 8
CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y05x11 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z05x11 – 8

Short  
length*

Regular

Extra 
wide

CCL 1 Art. No.: 2Y31701 – 8
CCL 2 Art. No.: 2Z31701 – 8
CCL 1 Art. No.: 2Y31711 – 8
CCL 2 Art. No.: 2Z31711 – 8

Variants (all variants available as regular or extra wide top) 

AG combined armsleeve AG combined armsleeve 
with topband

AG combined armsleeve 
with shouldercap

Standard  
length

Regular

Extra 
wide

CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y10x01 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z10x01 – 8
CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y10x11 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z10x11 – 8

Regular

Extra 
wide

CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y11x01 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z11x01 – 8
CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y11x11 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z11x11 – 8

Regular

Extra 
wide

CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y15x01 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z15x01 – 8
CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y15x11 – 8
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z15x11 – 8

Short  
length*

Regular

Extra 
wide

CCL 1 Art. No.: 2Y41701 – 8
CCL 2 Art. No.: 2Z41701 – 8
CCL 1 Art. No.: 2Y41711 – 8
CCL 2 Art. No.: 2Z41711 – 8

x = colour; replace with 5 for black, 7 for caramel or 8 for sand                                                    * Short length only available in caramel

Length (cm) Standard length Short length

41 – 47 36 – 40
** Measurement cC1 is 5 cm above cC
*** Size VIII: Minimum order quantity of 20 pieces per colour 

and variant; delivery period approx. 4 weeks

Armsleeve Size I Size II Size III Size IV 

Circumference (cm) Regular Extra wide Regular Extra wide Regular Extra wide Regular Extra wide

cG 25,5 – 28,0 28,5 – 31,0 28,0 – 30,5 30,5 – 33,5 30,0 – 33,0 33,0 – 36,0 32,0 – 35,0 35,0 – 38,5

cF 23,5 – 25,5 25,5 – 28,0 25,0 – 27,5 27,5 – 30,0 27,5 – 30,0 30,0 – 33,0 29,5 – 32,0 32,0 – 35,0

cE 23,0 – 25,0 24,0 – 26,0 24,5 – 26,5 26,5 – 29,0 26,0 – 28,5 28,5 – 31,0 27,5 – 30,0 30,0 – 33,0

cD 22,0 – 24,0 24,0 – 26,0 23,0 – 25,0 25,0 – 27,5 24,0 – 26,0 26,0 – 28,5 25,0 – 27,5 28,0 – 30,5

cC 1 = 100% ** 15,0 – 16,5 16,5 – 18,0 18,0 – 19,5 19,5 – 21,0

cC 13,5 – 14,5 14,5 – 15,5 16,0 – 17,5 17,5 – 19,0

cA 15,0 – 18,0 16,0 – 19,0 17,0 – 20,0 19,0 – 22,0

Armsleeve Size V Size VI Size VII Size VIII***

Circumference (cm) Regular Extra wide Regular Extra wide Regular Extra wide Regular Extra wide

cG 33,5 – 36,5 37,0 – 40,5 36,0 – 39,5 39,5 – 43,0 38,0 – 41,5 41,5 – 45,5 40,5 – 44,5 45,0 – 49,5

cF 31,0 – 34,0 34,0 – 37,0 33,0 – 36,0 36,0 – 39,5 35,0 – 38,5 38,5 – 42,0 37,5 – 41,0 41,5 – 45,5

cE 29,0 – 31,5 31,5 – 34,5 30,5 – 33,5 33,5 – 36,5 32,5 – 35,5 35,5 – 39,0 35,0 – 38,5 38,5 – 42,0

cD 27,0 – 29,5 29,5 – 32,0 28,5 – 31,0 31,0 – 34,0 30,5 – 33,5 33,5 – 36,5 33,0 – 36,0 36,0 – 39,5

cC 1 = 100% ** 21,0 – 23,0 23,0 – 25,0 25,0 – 27,5 27,5 – 30,0

cC 19,0 – 20,5 20,5 – 22,5 22,5 – 24,5 25,0 – 27,5

cA 20,0 – 23,0 22,0 – 25,0 24,0 – 27,0 26,0 – 29,0
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* Measurement cC1 is 5 cm above cC

Circumference / Hand part (cm)

Sizes II III IV V VI VII 

cC 1 = 100 % * 15,0 – 18,0 17,0 – 20,0 19,0 – 21,5 21,0 – 23,5 23,0 – 26,0 25,5 – 30,0

cC 13,5 – 15,5 15,0 – 18,0 17,0 – 20,0 19,0 – 21,0 20,0 – 23,5 22,5 – 27,5

cB 15,5 – 20,0 17,5 – 21,0 19,5 – 23,0 20,5 – 24,0 22,5 – 26,0 24,5 – 30,0

cA 15,0 – 19,0 17,0 – 20,0 19,0 – 22,0 20,0 – 23,0 22,0 – 25,0 24,0 – 29,0

Length / Hand part (cm),  
all sizes

AB 3,5 – 4,5

AC 10,0 – 12,0

AC1 15,0 – 16,0

Circumference / Fingers (cm) / Sizes

Sizes II III IV V VI VII

Thumb Bottom cX
Top cZ

7,0
6,0

7,5
6,5

8,0
6,5

8,5
7,0

9,0 
7,5

10,0 
8,0

Index finger Bottom cX
Top cZ

6,5 
5,0

7,0
5,5

7,5
6,0

8,0
6,0

8,5
6,5

9,5 
7,0

Middle finger Bottom cX
Top cZ

6,5
5,0

7,0
5,5

7,5
6,0

8,0
6,0

8,5
6,5

9,5 
7,0

Ring finger Bottom cX
Top cZ

6,0
5,0

6,5
5,0

7,0
5,5

7,0
5,5

7,5
6,0

9,0 
6,5

Little finger Bottom cX
Top cZ

5,5
4,5

6,0
4,5

6,0
5,0

6,5
5,0

7,0
5,5

8,0 
6,0

Length / Fingers (cm)

Thumb 3,5 – 4,5

Index finger 4,5 – 5,5

Middle finger 5,5 – 6,5

Ring finger 4,5 – 5,5

Little finger 3,5 – 4,5

Variants

AC1 hand piece  
without fingers with thumb base

AC1 glove  
with compressive fingers

CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y20x02 – 7
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z20x02 – 7

CCL 1 Art.No.: 2Y21x02 – 7
CCL 2 Art.No.: 2Z21x02 – 7

Measurement mediven harmony, 
sizing chart see page 79.

Circumference cZ is measured  
at the nailbed.
Circumference cX is measured  
at the base of the finger.

cA cB cC cC1

cZ cX
90°

.

**

** Length CG is measured on the inside of the arm 
from the wrist to the anterior axillary fold.
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Adjustable 
compression devices
Adjustable compression garments for the treatment of 
venous diseases.

circaid products enable patient engagement earlier 
in the treatment of venous diseases and improve
compliance with compression therapy.

circaid products are:
• Cost-effective compared to bandages
• Time saving compared to bandages
• Safer and simpler treatment compared to bandages: no 

more wrinkles and complicated bandaging techniques
• Better outcomes for your patients: self managing tech-

niques improve patient compliance

Empower your patients now!
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Compression therapy  
by the specialist 
medi offers the most comprehensive line  
of compression garments for individual needs.

The inelastic range of circaid is the cost-effective alternative  
to short stretch and multi-layer bandage systems. circaid products 
guarantee a constant compression level and feature a  
fast and easy donning and doffing system. The ability to instantly 
readjust the circaid system helps to consistently apply compression 
to a reducing limb. This is not possible with bandaging without 
completely removing the layers. circaid garments promote self-
management and thus an increased patient compliance as well as 
an improved quality of life.

Inspiration from nature.

Giraffes have venous pressures of more than 250 mmHg at their 
forelegs and hind legs, three times more than humans. However, 
giraffes do not suffer from lymphoedema or venous disorders.  
The answer is the skin: giraffe skin is inelastic, meaning it does not 
stretch. Thus, giraffes are not susceptible to lymphoedema or 
venous diseases even though they may be on their feet 24 hours a 
day. circaid has incorporated this concept into its products creating 
solutions for an increased patient compliance and a better quality 
of life.  
The circaid founder’s wife suffered from lymphoedema for years 
without finding a successful treatment. When her husband –  
an engineer and inventor – saw the pain his wife was in, he knew he 
had to find a solution. The result was the first patented circaid 
legging (short for circulation aid) inspired by the inelastic skin 
giraffes have. It literally put his wife back on her feet to resume  
a normal and active life. This core technology would evolve into 
circaid products. 
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Built-In-Pressure system 
To set and control the correct 
therapeutic level of pressure.

Breathe-O-Prene® 
Breathable, flexible and 
comfortable material  
for best wearing comfort.

Juxtaposed band system  
Ensures a perfect fit as the 
straps can be individually 
adjusted while on the limb.

Variety 
Wide range of styles  
and sizes available.

Easy handling  
Easy donning and doffing 
promotes patient 
empowerment. 
 

Inelastic  
Inelastic giraffe skin –  
core technology  
of all circaid products. 
 

Very good skin tolerability and 
suitability for everyday wear  
• Without cotton or rubber 

circaid® features
Overview of circaid characteristics.
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circaid®  
Built-In-Pressure  
system (BPS)  
patented 
technology*

circaid inelastic compression garments 
are engineered with the ability to be set to 
precise compression ranges with a 
graduated compression profile from the 
ankle up the leg.

The user-friendly design of the circaid 
Built-In-Pressure system (BPS) enables 
patients to achieve the necessary 
compression ranges needed for the 
treatment and management of chronic 
venous disease. 

With the circaid Built-In-Pressure system 
(BPS) guide card patients are able to set their 
prescribed compression range while donning 
their garment and to readjust the 
compression range during the day as needed. 
Therefore, the appropriate compression 
range is ensured throughout the period of 
wear. Simultaneously, it is very simple to 
verify the correct range of applied pressure.

* patented within the USA
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circaid® juxtalite® 
lower leg
Adjustable compression garment for venous diseases.

Indications
• Varicose veins

 - Primary or secondary varicosis 
 - Supporting sclerotherapy 

• Chronic venous disorders: C1 to C6 according to CEAP (For those 
patients who are not able to apply compression stockings due to 
a lack of mobility, or severe comorbidities)

Product features
• Graduated compression profile
• Inelastic material for high working pressure
• Garment straps can be individually readjusted while on the limb
• Anti-odour and anti-microbial fabric
• Latex-free for skin-friendly wearing comfort
• Sustained compression with defined mmHg for up to 24 hours a 

day if required

Benefits for your patients
• Promotes self-management:  

instantly adjustable for easy application
• Promotes patients empowerment:  

easy donning and doffing process
• Promotes a better quality of life:  

improves hygiene
• Promotes normal mobility and activity

Your benefit
• Offering an alternative therapy concept for those patients who 

are not able to apply compression stockings

Variants
• Available in 8 sizes (S – XXL, M / L / XL extra wide) and 2 lengths 

(short, long)

Compression

20 – 50 mmHg 
Product benefits

Colours

The article is available in the 
following colours.
S = Standard

Beige 
S
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circaid juxtalite

circaid® juxtalite®

Adjustable compression garment for venous 
diseases.

Your order includes
• inelastic adjustable compression garment
• circaid undersleeve lower leg lycra
• pair of circaid compression anklets
• circaid Built-In-Pressure system (BPS) guide card

circaid® juxtalite® 
ankle foot wrap
Additional compression for the foot.

Product features
• Provides additional compression to foot and ankle
• Instantly adjustable
• Can be trimmed to provide the perfect fit
• Available in 2 sizes (S, M) circaid juxtalite ankle foot wrap

circaid® power added 
compression band
Additional, customisable compression option for 
the foot.

Product features
• Provides additional compression to the arch of the foot 

and around the malleoli
• Used in combination with the circaid compression 

anklet
• Can be trimmed to fit almost every foot shape
• Available in standard and large

circaid power added compression band  
(pac band)
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Measurement chart circaid® juxtalite® 

Circumferences in cm

S M M – X L

cC 26 – 36 33 – 44 44 – 54 41 – 51

cB 19 – 22 22 – 27 22 – 27 25 – 32

L – X XL XL – X XXL

cC 51 – 61 37 – 48 48 – 61 53 – 64

cB 25 – 32 30 – 37 30 – 37 35 – 42

Actual garment length in cm

Short Long

l B – D 28 33

Sizing measurement

l floor – knee crease < 44 > 44

All garments contain the circaid Built-In-Pressure system (BPS).

cB

cC

l floor– 
knee  
crease

l B –D

Circumferences in cm

S M

cH 19 – 26 24 – 31
cH

Measurement chart circaid® juxtalite® ankle foot wrap

circaid juxtalite

Styles AD AD AB

short long ankle foot wrap

Size / Article No. S JU15702 JU15002 JU1W002

M JU15703 JU15003 JU1W003

L JU15704 JU15004 –

XL JU15705 JU15005 –

XXL JU15706 JU15006 –

M extra wide JU15713 JU15013 –

L extra wide JU15714 JU15014 –

XL extra wide JU15715 JU15015 –

Circumferences in cm

Standard Large

cB 19 – 27 25 – 50

cH 19 – 36 22 – 41

Article No. JU5P001 JU5P002cB
cH

Measurement chart circaid® power added compression band
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Over the counter  
products
medi also offers numerous products, which 
patients can purchase without a prescription at 
a specialist shop. For example medi’s travel 
socks (medi travel men and medi travel women) 
can help reduce the risk of thrombosis on 
longer trips. They ensure light, relaxed legs and 
give the traveler a feeling of safety. 
Moreover, for people with sensitive skin, medi 
offers a special skin care series to complement 
compression therapy. Rich ingredients pamper 
the skin and help it regenerate. 
Learn more about medi’s over the counter 
products on the following pages.
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medi travel 
complies with all 
applicable EU 
Directives. All the 
prescribed 
conformity 
assessment 
procedures have 
been completed. 

Colours

Product benefits

The article is available in the 
following colours.
S = Standard

medi travel® 
men
Compression garments on the journey can reduce 
the risk of traveller’s thrombosis.*

Your benefits
• Increase your cross-selling by offering your 

customer a travel sock for prevention
• Complete your product range for the prevention of 

traveller’s thrombosis and gain new customers
• Offer a product that has been specially designed to 

match the male target group and benefit from the 
access to unexploited market potential

Benefits for your customers
• Graduated compression can reduce the risk of 

thrombosis during travelling*
• Antistatic material with a reinforced sole for 

excellent comfort
• Attractive ribbed look makes medi travel men 

appear just like a regular man’s sock

Additional benefits
• The skin feels comfortable all year round with 

Clima Comfort (tested by IFTH)
• With active breathing and elastic materials, 

Perfect Fit ensures a pleasant wearing comfort and 
an optimum fit

• Extremely skin-friendly – tested quality to  
Oeko-Tex Standard 100

*   Hsieh HF, Lee FP. Graduated compression stockings as 
prophylaxis for flight-related venous thrombosis: systematic 
literature review. J Adv Nurs 2005;51(1):83-98.

Black 
S

Anthracite 
S
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medi travel® 
men
Compression garments on the journey can reduce 
the risk of traveller’s thrombosis.*

The lack of physical exercise during a journey exerts 
constant high pressure on the venous system. The 
venous valves no longer close perfectly and the blood 
circulation slows down. The legs become heavy and 
tired – in the worst case, traveller’s thrombosis may 
develop. medi travel socks have been specially 
developed to keep the veins in shape during long 
periods of sitting or standing. They support the natural 
blood circulation, so the blood flows back to the heart 
against gravity instead of pooling in the legs.

medi travel men Black

medi travel men Anthracite

*   Hsieh HF, Lee FP. Graduated compression stockings as 
prophylaxis for flight-related venous thrombosis: systematic 
literature review. J Adv Nurs 2005;51(1):83-98.
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medi travel men

Styles AD AD pte.

calf calf petite

Article No. Black / T140512–6 Black / T147512–6

Article No. Anthracite / T140A12-6 Anthracite / T147A12-6

Material composition   

Elastane (EL) Polyamide (PA)

10 % 90 % 

Washing instructions

Wash-and-wear       
Suitable for washing machine and drier

Standard styles

Length 2 lengths: 43 – 49 cm, 37 – 42 cm petite

Foot part Closed toe

Shoe size 38 – 48

Standard sizes S – XXL

Measuring chart

Size Circumference  
in cm

Circumference  
in inches

S 18 – 20 7 ¼ – 8

M 20 – 23 8 – 9

L 23 – 26 9 – 10 ¼

XL 26 – 29 10 ¼ – 11 ½

XXL 29 – 32 11 ½ – 12 ½

ankle – b

Ankle  
circumference

Length
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Colours

Product benefits

The article is available in the 
following colours.
S = Standard

medi travel® 
women
Compression garments on the journey can reduce 
the risk of traveller’s thrombosis.*

Your benefits
•  Increase your cross-selling by offering your 

customer a travel sock for prevention
• Complete your product range for the prevention of 

traveller’s thrombosis and gain new customers
• Offer a product that has been specially designed to 

match the female target group

Benefits for your customers
• Graduated compression can reduce the risk of 

thrombosis during travelling*
• High medical effect for feeling secure
• medi travel women have a modern design and look 

just like semitransparent sheer stockings

Additional benefits
• The skin feels comfortable all year round with 

Clima Comfort (tested by IFTH)
• Clima Fresh with antibacterial effects prevents 

odour formation
• Extremely skin-friendly – tested quality to  

Oeko-Tex Standard 100

*  Hsieh HF, Lee FP. Graduated compression stockings as 
prophylaxis for flight-related venous thrombosis: systematic 
literature review. J Adv Nurs 2005;51(1):83-98.

medi travel 
complies with all 
applicable EU 
Directives. All the 
prescribed 
conformity 
assessment 
procedures have 
been completed. 

Black 
S

Caramel 
S
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medi travel® 
women
Compression garments on the journey can reduce 
the risk of traveller’s thrombosis.*

The lack of physical exercise during a journey exerts 
constant high pressure on the venous system. The 
venous valves no longer close perfectly and the blood 
circulation slows down. The legs become heavy and 
tired – in the worst case, traveller’s thrombosis may 
develop. medi travel socks have been specially 
developed to keep the veins in shape during long 
periods of sitting or standing. They support the 
natural blood circulation, so the blood flows back to 
the heart against gravity instead of pooling in the 
legs.

medi travel women Black

medi travel women Caramel

*  Hsieh HF, Lee FP. Graduated compression stockings as 
prophylaxis for flight-related venous thrombosis: systematic 
literature review. J Adv Nurs 2005;51(1):83-98.
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medi travel women

Styles AD AD pte.

calf calf petite

Article No. Black / T140522–6 Black / T147522–6

Article No. Caramel / T140122-6 Caramel / T147122-6

Measuring chart

Size Circumference in cm Circumference in inches

S 18 – 20 7 ¼ – 8

M 20 – 23 8 – 9

L 23 – 26 9 – 10 ¼

XL 26 – 29 10 ¼ – 11 ½

XXL 29 – 32 11 ½ – 12 ½

ankle – b

Standard styles

Length 2 lengths: 38 – 44 cm; 34 – 38 cm petite 

Foot part Closed toe

Shoe size 36 – 43

Standard sizes S – XXL

Material composition 

Elastane (EL) Polyamide (PA)

25 % 75 % 

Washing instructions

Wash-and-wear       
Suitable for washing machine and drier

Ankle 
circumference

Length
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Commercial products
Sometimes it is difficult for patients to put on their 
compression stockings. medi offers a large selection of 
practical donning and doffing aids. For patients with 
sensitive skin there is also a special skin care series by 
medi. The rich ingredients pamper the skin and help it 
regenerate.
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medi Butler 

Your benefits:
• Nine Butlers: the right solution for several customer 

requirements
• Increase add-on sales
• Time saving with uncomplicated donning and doffing 

Benefits for your customers:
• Quick and simple donning of compression stockings
• Less effort required
• Wide choice for the most individual demands

medi  
Donning and doffing aids

medi Butler  
with variable handles

The donning aid for stocking wearers with considerably restricted 
freedom of movement.
The handle length can be adjusted between 37 and 58 cm. 
The stirrup width is 11 cm.

Article No. 6900051000

medi Export Butler  
with long handles

The ideal donning aid for all compression stockings wearers who 
can comfortably don their stockings without assistance. The long 
handle ensures maximum stability when putting on compression 
stockings and pantyhose.
The handle length is 32 cm. The stirrup width is 11 cm.

medi Butler  
with long handles

The handle length is 35 cm. The stirrup width is 11 cm.

Article No. 6900041000

Article No. 6900052000

-20°
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medi Hospitalbutler

Adjustable diameter with hard paint finish coating. 
The stirrup width is 11cm.

Article No. 6900062000

medi Butler for pantyhose

The medi pantyhose Butler eases donning of compression 
pantyhose. The handle length is 48 cm. The stirrup width is 11 cm.

Article No. 6900055000

medi Big (XXL) Butler

The stirrup of the medi Big Butler has a larger diameter. This 
makes allowance for larger circumferences which are often 
associated with less freedom of movement.
The handle length is 44 cm. The stirrup width is 15 cm.

Article No. 6900102000

medi Arm Butler

The medi Arm Butler eases donning of compression armsleeves.

Article No. 6900057000
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medi 2in1

• Your compression stocking glides up over your heel 
effortlessly

• For all garment lengths
• For open and closed toes
• Hard-wearing and tear-resistant
• Light and folds up – very compact and portable

medi Butler Off

The medi Butler Off helps you take off your compression 
stocking without tiresome bending and without having to 
pull hard. To take the stocking off, simply slide the medi 
Butler Off into the compression stocking and push it off 
downwards over the heel. This avoids damaging the skin and 
the knit of the compression stocking (not recommended for 
mediven forte and flat-knitted stockings).

Article No. Description

6900362000 medi Butler Off

medi slide

• Smooth material with a special coating for an easy handling 
• Minimize physical strain and enhance conveniences 
• Is suitable for stockings with open toe 
• Reduces friction 

Article No. Description

6903012000 Small < 41 cm (size of shoe)

6903014000 Large > 41 cm (size of shoe)

Article No. Description

6900013000 medi 2in1
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Rubber gloves

• Sizes: small, medium, large and x-large
• Material: 100 % Latex 

Rubber gloves

Easy-on-slipper

Dressing aids

Easy-on-slipper, one size fits all.

Article No. Description

6900022000 Dressing aids (unit with 40 pieces)

Article No. Description

6901022000 rubber gloves S 6,5-7 1 pair

6901023000 rubber gloves M 7,5-8 1 pair

6901024000 rubber gloves L 8,5-9 1 pair

6901025000 rubber gloves XL 9,5-10 1 pair

6901122000 rubber gloves S 6,5-7 12 pairs / carton

6901123000 rubber gloves M 7,5-8 12 pairs / carton

6901124000 rubber gloves L 8,5-9 12 pairs / carton

6901125000 rubber gloves XL 9,5-10 12 pairs / carton

Article No. Description

6911102000 medi textile gloves latex free small 1 pair

6911103000 medi textile gloves latex free medium 1 pair

6911104000 medi textile gloves latex free large 1 pair

6911112000 medi textile gloves latex free small 12 pairs / carton

6911113000 medi textile gloves latex free medium 12 pairs / carton

6911114000 medi textile gloves latex free large 12 pairs / carton

medi textile gloves latex free

medi textile  gloves latex free

• These gloves facilitate putting on, arranging and positioning 
compression garments on legs and arms. 

• Our special coating makes it easy to get a hold on stockings. 
• Suitable for use for persons who are allergic or intolerant to 

latex or natural rubber.
• Material: 55% polyester, 45% nitrile

medi textile gloves with latex

• These gloves facilitate putting on, arranging and positioning 
compression garments on legs and arms.  

• Material: 40% polyester, 60% latex

medi textile gloves

Article No. Description

6903022000 medi textile gloves small 1 pair

6903023000 medi textile gloves medium 1 pair

6903024000 medi textile gloves large 1 pair

6903122000 medi textile gloves small 12 pairs / carton

6903123000 medi textile gloves medium 12 pairs / carton

6903124000 medi textile gloves large 12 pairs / carton
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medi 
skin care
Skin care classics from medi 
medi day, medi night, medi fresh and medi soft.

Your benefits
• Increase add-on sales / present as a full-line provider
• Confidence that the ingredients are perfectly 

matched to the compression garments 
• Increase customer satisfaction by supplying ideal 

care for vein-stressed skin
• Decreases wear and tear on the compression 

garments by encouraging smooth soft skin

Properties
Compression garments are the central component  
of venous therapy. Skin care is an important 
complement to compression garments.

An important tip for patients with allergies
All products meet the highest demands and are 
produced free of parabens (preservatives) and  
wool fat alcohols, and are latex-free.

The medi care products do not have a use-by or expiry 
date. They are marked with an "opened tub" and a 
month. This means that as soon as the tube has been 
opened and the contents are being used, the product 
should be used within 6, 9, or 12 months, as with 
shower gels, shampoos, etc.
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medi  
skin care
The development of a venous disease increases the 
burden on the skin. The stretched wall of the vein 
leaks fluids into the surrounding tissue. The increased 
loss of water from the surface of the skin makes it 
more prone to injury. In order to enhance the success 
of compression therapy, the skin care products have 
been developed to meet the specific requirements of 
an affected leg.

medi day –  
cooling gel with horse chestnut 

Benefits
• Refreshing and cooling effect
• Well-nourished, smooth skin
• Reduces the feeling of tightness
• Supports user comfort of medical compression stockings

Use medi day directly before putting on the compression 
garments and let the day begin!

medi night –  
skincare cream with regenerative witch hazel 

Benefits
• Soothes the skin and also supports regeneration

Apply medi night after putting on the compression
stockings – for a restful night.

medi day

medi night

Article No. Description

P400025000 medi day with 50 ml (unit with 6 pieces)

P400026000 medi day with 150 ml (unit with 6 pieces)

P400027000 medi day with 500 ml (1 piece)

Article No. Description

P500025000 medi night with 50 ml (unit with 6 pieces)

P500026000 medi night with 150 ml (unit with 6 pieces)

*You can find out more information about the test carried out at
www.dermatest-guarantee.de

 

*

 

*
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medi fresh –  
refreshing spray with menthol 

Benefits
• Feel refreshed straight away
• Can be used several times a day
• Gentle to the stocking fabric
• Easy to use everyday

Spray medi fresh any time on the stockings and enjoy its 
soothing effect.

100 ml bottle
medi fresh

Article No. Description

P900026000 medi fresh with 100 ml (unit with 6 pieces)

*You can find out more information about the test carried out at
www.dermatest-guarantee.de

medi soft –  
gentle cream foam

Benefits
• Well-nourished, smooth skin
• Reduces the feeling of tightness
• Supports user comfort of medical compression stockings
• Provides additional support for fabrics and adhesive 

tapes

Treat your skin in the mornings and evenings to some 
extra moisture.

125 ml

Article No. Description

P800006000 medi soft 125 ml (unit with 6 pieces)

medi soft

*

 

*
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medi clean

medi  
textile care
Gentle care for hand washing your garments.

medi clean

For the easy care of your compression garments –
anytime, anywhere.
The special washing liquid is formulated to gently clean
your compression stockings.

200 ml tube

Article No. Description

P920026000 medi clean with 200 ml (unit with 6 pieces)

medi spot ex

The clever solution for stain-free compression garments.
Use before washing, the spot removal stick medi spot ex 
removes shoe marks from the toes or the heel of the fabric.

15 ml roller

Article No. Description

P930025000 medi spot ex with 15 ml (unit with 6 pieces)

medi spot ex

*You can find out more information about the test carried out at
www.dermatest-guarantee.de
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medi fix

medi laundry net

medi laundry net

Gentle washing
Gentle care helps compression stockings maintain their 
comfort and their medical efficacy.
The medi laundry net is the ideal aid for caring for 
compression stockings. The net structure protects the fabric 
against damage during the daily wash, but does not hinder 
the removal of dirt particles or soap residues.

Article No. Description

1020585000 medi laundry net (unit with 15 pieces)

medi fix

Adhesive lotion for compression stockings and sleeves with 
tricot border for a secure fit.

50 ml Soft-Roller

Article No. Description

1023025000 medi fix with 50 ml (unit with 6 pieces)

 

*
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Service
On the following pages we have compiled all the  
relevant information you will need for ordering our 
products. “medi. I feel better”. This is illustrated not only 
by the outstanding quality of our products, but also by our 
service: 95 % of all orders are despatched within 3 working 
days.
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medi travel  
men

medi travel 
women

        

Length 

(regular and 
petite)

calf calf

Styles  
available

standard only standard only

Toe closed closed

Colours Black Black

Anthracite Caramel

mediven® overview

mediven  
sheer & soft

mediven 
elegance

mediven  
for men

mediven 
comfort

mediven  
plus

mediven 
active

mediven  
forte

Duomed 

Translucent Highly  
fashionable

Elegant Comfor-
table

All-rounder Hard 
wearing

Robust Economical

        

CCL 15 – 20 
mmHg, 
20 – 30 
mmHg

1, 2 1, 2 1, 2 1, 2, 3 1,2 2, 3 1, 2

Length 
(regular 
and 
petite)

calf, thigh, 
panty

calf,  
thigh,  
panty 
maternity 
panty

calf calf,  
thigh, 
panty

calf,  
thigh, 
panty, maxi 
panty top, 
maternity 
panty,
men’s leotard

calf calf,  
thigh, 
panty, 
maternity 
panty,
men’s leotard

calf,  
thigh, 
panty

Styles  
avai-
lable

standard 
only

standard and 
made-to-
measure

standard 
only

standard and 
made-to-
measure

standard and 
made-to-
measure

standard 
only

standard and 
made-to-
measure

standard 
only

Specials yes no yes yes no yes no

Toe open and 
closed

open and 
closed

closed open and 
closed

open and 
closed

closed open and 
closed 

open and 
closed

Colours Ebony Black Black Black Black Black Black Beige

Natural Anthracite Anthracite Anthracite Anthracite Anthracite Anthracite Sand

Navy Navy Navy Navy Navy Navy Caramel

Cashmere Brown Cashmere Cashmere Brown Cashmere Black

Caramel Caramel Caramel White Caramel

Rosé Rosé* Rosé Rosé*

Bronze Bronze* Bronze Bronze*

Beige Beige* Beige Beige*

medi 
Magenta*

medi 
Magenta*

White* White*

*Delivery period up to 10 working days.
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Circumferences

Sizes I II III IV V VI VII

cG thigh with silicone topband 43 – 48 45 – 52 49 – 56 53 – 60 56 – 64 60 – 68 64 – 72

cG thigh with silicone topband  
extra wide

49 – 57 53 – 62 57 – 67 61 – 72 65 – 77 69 – 81 73 – 85

cG 43 – 57 45 – 62 49 – 67 53 – 72 56 – 77 60 – 81 64 – 85

cF 39 – 52 41 – 56 44 – 60 47 – 65 50 – 69 53 – 73 57 – 78

cE 30 – 37 33 – 40 35 – 43 37 – 45 39 – 48 41 – 51 42 – 53

cD 27 – 33 29 – 36 32 – 39 34 – 42 36 – 45 38 – 48 40 – 50

cC 28 – 34 30 – 37 33 – 40 35 – 43 37 – 46 39 – 49 41 – 51

cB1 23 – 27 24 – 29 26 – 32 29 – 35 31 – 37 33 – 39 35 – 41

cB 18 – 20 20 – 22 22 – 24 24 – 26 26 – 28 28 – 30 30 – 32

cY 26 – 31 28 – 33 29 – 35 31 – 37 32 – 38 33 – 40 34 – 42

cA 17 – 22 19 – 24 21 – 26 23 – 29 25 – 32 27 – 34 28 – 35

mediven elegance®, mediven® for men, mediven active®,  
mediven® comfort, mediven plus®

Circumferences

Sizes I II III IV V VI VII

cG thigh with silicone topband 44 – 47 46 – 50 50 – 54 53 – 58 56 – 61 60 – 65 64 – 70

cG thigh with silicone topband  
extra wide

48 – 53 51 – 57 55 – 61 59 – 65 62 – 70 66 – 74 71 – 80

cG 44 – 53 46 – 57 50 – 61 53 – 65 56 – 70 60 – 74 64 – 80

cF 40 – 47 42 – 51 45 – 55 48 – 58 51 – 62 54 – 67 58 – 72

cE 30 – 37 33 – 40 36 – 42 38 – 44 40 – 46 42 – 48 44 – 50

cD 28 – 33 30 – 35 32 – 37 34 – 39 36 – 41 38 – 43 40 – 45

cC 29 – 34 31 – 36 33 – 38 35 – 40 37 – 42 39 – 44 41 – 46

cB1 24 – 26 26 – 28 28 – 31 30 – 33 32 – 35 34 – 37 36 – 39

cB 18 – 20 20 – 22 22 – 24 24 – 26 26 – 28 28 – 30 30 – 32

cY 28 – 30 29 – 32 31 – 34 33 – 36 34 – 38 36 – 40 37 – 41

cA 18 – 21 20 – 23 22 – 25 24 – 27 26 – 29 28 – 31 30 – 33

Length

l G regular 72 – 83

l G petite 62 – 71

l D regular 38 – 43

l D petite 33 – 37

Foot

Two foot sizes available: 

Short foot sizes 36 – 38

Normal foot sizes 38 – 43

Length

l G regular 72 – 83

l G petite 62 – 71

l D regular 39 – 44

l D petite 34 – 38

Length mediven for men

l D regular 39 – 44

l D petite 34 – 38

Length mediven active

l D regular 43 – 49

l D petite 37 – 42

cY
cA

cB

cC
cD
cE

cF

cG

cB1

mediven® forte
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Compression Classes Indications

1 mild compression For slight varicosis without any pronounced tendency to oedema  
and for early varicosis in pregnancy. With special reasons, e.g. loss  
of strength in the hands, arthrosis, rheumatism, diabetes.
Compression in mmHg: 18.0 – 21.0
Compression in kPa: 2.4 – 2.8

mediven elegance (open + closed toe)
mediven for men (closed toe)
mediven active (closed toe)
mediven comfort (open + closed toe)
mediven plus (open + closed toe)
Duomed (open + closed toe)

2 moderate 
compression

For more serious symptoms, pronounced varicosis with a tendency to 
oedema, post-traumatic swelling, after resolution of simple ulcers, 
after superficial thrombophlebitis, after sclerosis and surgery of 
varicoses to stabilise successful treatment and for more pronounced 
varicosis in pregnancy.
Compression in mmHg: 23.0 – 32.0
Compression in kPa: 3.1 – 4.3

mediven elegance (open + closed toe)
mediven for men (closed toe)
mediven active (closed toe)
mediven comfort (open + closed toe)
mediven plus (open + closed toe)
mediven forte ((open + closed toe)
Duomed (open + closed toe)

3 strong 
compression

For all complications following constitutional and post-thrombotic 
venous insufficiency, pronounced tendency to oedema, secondary 
varicosis, atrophie blanche, dermatosclerosis, and after resolution of 
serious, in particular recurrent, ulcers.
Compression in mmHg: 34.0 – 46.0
Compression in kPa: 4.5 – 6.1

mediven plus (open + closed toe)
mediven forte (open + closed toe)

Sizes cB
Ankle measurement

cC
Calf measurement

cG
Thigh measurement

Measurements for 
silicone topband

S 19 – 21 28 – 34 42 – 57 47 – 54

M 22 – 24 32 – 38 48 – 64 52 – 60

L 25 – 27 36 – 42 54 – 71 56 – 65

XL 28 – 30 40 – 46 60 – 78 62 – 72

XXL 30 – 32 42 – 50 65 – 85 65 – 76

Duomed

Compression class (CCL) Pressure (mmHg)

1 18 – 21

2 23 – 32

3 34 – 46

4 49 and above

This table represents the RAL-GZG standard. There also exit 
other standards (e. g. France : AFNOR, Great Britain : BSI).
The selection of a particular compression class is at the 
discretion of the doctor.
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Contraindications
According to the guidelines of the German Society for 
Phlebology:
• Absolute contraindications: advanced peripheral 

arterial occlusive diseases, decompensated heart 
failure, septic phlebitis, phlegmasia coerulea dolens.

• Relative contraindications: weeping dermatoses, 
intolerability of compression stocking material, 
sensory disturbances of the extremities, advanced 
peripheral neuropathy (e. g. diabetes mellitus), 
primary chronic polyarthritis.

medi assumes no liability as a result of any  
contraindicated use of this product.

Compression Classes Indications

1 mild compression For slight varicosis without any pronounced tendency to oedema  
and for early varicosis in pregnancy. With special reasons, e.g. loss  
of strength in the hands, arthrosis, rheumatism, diabetes.
Compression in mmHg: 18.0 – 21.0
Compression in kPa: 2.4 – 2.8

mediven elegance (open + closed toe)
mediven for men (closed toe)
mediven active (closed toe)
mediven comfort (open + closed toe)
mediven plus (open + closed toe)
Duomed (open + closed toe)

2 moderate 
compression

For more serious symptoms, pronounced varicosis with a tendency to 
oedema, post-traumatic swelling, after resolution of simple ulcers, 
after superficial thrombophlebitis, after sclerosis and surgery of 
varicoses to stabilise successful treatment and for more pronounced 
varicosis in pregnancy.
Compression in mmHg: 23.0 – 32.0
Compression in kPa: 3.1 – 4.3

mediven elegance (open + closed toe)
mediven for men (closed toe)
mediven active (closed toe)
mediven comfort (open + closed toe)
mediven plus (open + closed toe)
mediven forte ((open + closed toe)
Duomed (open + closed toe)

3 strong 
compression

For all complications following constitutional and post-thrombotic 
venous insufficiency, pronounced tendency to oedema, secondary 
varicosis, atrophie blanche, dermatosclerosis, and after resolution of 
serious, in particular recurrent, ulcers.
Compression in mmHg: 34.0 – 46.0
Compression in kPa: 4.5 – 6.1

mediven plus (open + closed toe)
mediven forte (open + closed toe)

Length

l G regular 72 – 83

l G petite 62 – 71

l D regular 39 – 44

l D petite 34 – 38

Toe

For all closed toe stockings: 
only one highly elastic foot size

cB

cC

cG

Se
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l A

l C

cC

l D

cA

cY

l B

c B

cB1

l B1

cD

l E

cA, lA, lZ 
Take circumferential measurement cA 
just behind the joint at the base of the 
toes where the little toe begins. 
The length of the foot for open toe 
stockings is determined by the length 
measurement lA which is measured 
from the ridge of the heel to 
measurement point cA. The length of 
the foot for closed toe stockings is 
measured from the ridge of the foot to 
the tips of the toes. (lZ-measure-
ment)

cY 
Take the circumferential  
measurement cY, around the heel and 
the instep, with the foot in maximum 
dorsal extension.  
 

cB, lB 
Take the circumferential measure-
ment cB and length measurement lB 
at the narrowest circumference of the 
leg below the knee, directly above the 
ankle. This measurement above the 
ankle bones is especially important for 
selecting the stocking size, because 
the pressure here will be 100%.

cB1, lB1 
The circumferential measurement cB1 
and the length measurement lB1 are 
at the point where the calf begins, or 
at the transition point to the Achilles 
tendon. 

cC, lC 
Take the cC and lC length  
measurements at the widest 
circumference of the calf.

cD, lD 
Take the circumference cD and length 
lD measurements about two 
fingerbreadths below the hollow of 
the knee at the level of the head of the 
fibula.

cE, lE 
The circumferential measurement cE 
is the circumference of the knee 
measured through the hollow of the 
knee in the middle of the kneecap. 
Take the length measurement lE 
when the leg is straight. 

Correct fitting of round knit medical compression stockings
Note: please take the measurements on the inside of the leg except for lG

c K

cF

l F

cG l G

l H

l T

c H

c T

cF, lF 
Circumferential 
measurement cF and 
length measurement lF 
are located where the 
inner thigh muscle 
begins or in the middle  
of the thigh. 

cG, lG 
Take the cG and length 
measurement lG about  
3 cm below the crotch. 
 
 

cK  
Take the circumferential 
measurement cK 
at the height of the g 
measurement, around 
both legs. 
 

cH, lH  
Take the circumferential 
measurement cH at hip 
level at the widest point 
of the buttocks. 
 

cT, lT 
Take the circumferential 
measurement cT round 
the waist. 

Front panty top length 
Measure from the crotch 
to the waist. It is however 
more comfortable for the 
patient if you go 3cm to 
the side of the crotch and 
measure the panty top 
length from there. 

Back panty top length 
Measure from the gluteal 
fold to the waist. If the 
patient requests a longer 
or shorter panty top, you 
must measure to the 
length the patient 
requests. The “waist” 
point is only the standard 
length. 

Front panty  
top length

Back panty 
top length



Round knit – 
Order for round knit Made-to-measure  
compression stockings / pantyhose

Fax order to medi · Telefax +49 921 912-781

Models CCL CCL CCL Lengths

Please mark with  
a cross:

1 2 3 AD AF AG AT AT / U AT / H

mediven elegance

mediven comfort

mediven plus

mediven forte

Patient Name

Date

Referee Name

Quantity  piece(s)      pair(s)    pants

All measurements are body measurements! The person placing the 
order is liable for incorrect measurements. Made-to-measure 
garments cannot be returned.
All made-to-measure orders must be placed in writing.

Foot Requirements 

   Foot length open toe (l A) 
(heel to  
ball cA):   cm

  Foot length closed toe  (l Z) 
( heel  
to toe):     cm

 Soft toe

Colour

Topbands mediven elegance, 
mediven comfort, mediven plus 
and mediven forte  

 Plain silicone topband rose (FBR)
 Silicone dot topband (NoB)
 AD: Narrow silicone dot topband 

(sNoB) 2,5 cm 
  Silicone dot topband motif 

(NoM)
 Silicone micro dot topband 

sensitive (MBs)

Waist attachment
only plus and forte

 left         right 
 Heel l T:  cm 
 
 Waist  
circumference cT:  cm

Special requests 

Delivery Address

medi. I feel better.

Circumferences Circumferences
left leg / cm  right leg / cm

Length panty 
section cm

front

back

cT l T

cH l H

Lengths  
leg

cK LT R T

cG cG l G

cF cF l F

cE cE l E

cD cD l D

cC cC l C

cB1 cB1 l B1

cB cB l B

cY cY

cA cA

l A  l A

l Z  l Z lZ

please specify length of panty section

lAFoot length

lZ

lA



Definition of 
article numbers 
phlebology
Please choose your size on the last (7th) digit of 
the article number from 2 to 6 (travel men, travel 
women, Duomed) or from 1 to 7 (all other 
qualities). Please choose open or closed toe (6th 
digit: 0 = open toe, 1 = closed toe) for all qualities 
except mediven plus, mediven for men, mediven 
active, medi travel men / women. Please choose 
your colour (5th digit) instead of x.

mediven sheer & soft
0 = Natural 
5 = Ebony 

mediven elegance
C = Cashmere A = Anthracite
K = Rosé*  5 = Black
1 = Caramel  M = medi Magenta 
Z = Bronze* 7 = White
0 = Beige 
3 = Navy 
* Please choose open or closed toe (6th digit: 7= open toe, 8 = closed toe). 

mediven for men / mediven active
3 = Navy  5 = Black
6 = Brown  7 = White (only mediven active)
A = Anthracite

mediven comfort
C = Cashmere 0 = Beige
K = Rosé  3 = Navy
1 = Caramel  A = Anthracite
Z = Bronze  5 = Black

mediven plus
C = Cashmere 3 = Navy
K = Rosé   A = Anthracite
1 = Caramel  5 = Black
Z = Bronze  M = medi Magenta
0 = Beige 7 = White

mediven forte
C = Cashmere 0 = Beige
K = Rosé   3 = Navy
1 = Caramel  Z = Anthracite
X = Bronze  5 = Black

Duomed
0 = Beige
5 = Black
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medi GmbH & Co. KG
Medicusstraße 1
D-95448 Bayreuth / Germany
T +49 921 912-0
F +49 921 912-781
export@medi.de
www.medi.de/en

medi Australia Pty Ltd
83 Fennell Street
North Parramatta NSW 2151
Australia
T  +61 2 9890 8696
F +61 2 9890 8439
sales@mediaustralia.com.au
www.mediaustralia.com.au 

medi Austria GmbH
Adamgasse 16/7
6020 Innsbruck
Austria
T +43-512 57 95 15
F +43-512 57 95 15 45
vertrieb@medi-austria.at
www.medi-austria.at

medi Belgium bvba 
Posthoornstraat 13/1 
3582 Koersel 
Belgium 
T: + 32-11 24 25 60
F: +32-11 24 25 64
info@medibelgium.be 
www.medibelgium.be

medi Brasil 
Rua Cristovan de Vita, n.º 260, Un. 30, 
Centro Logístico Raposo Tavares, 
Vila Camargo
Vargem Grande Paulista - SP 
CEP 06730-000
Brasil
T: +55-11-3500 8005
sac@medibrasil.com
www.medibrasil.com

medi Canada Inc / médi Canada Inc  
597, Rue Duvernay, Verchères
QC Canada J0L 2R0 
T: +1 450-583-3317 / +1 800 361 3153
F: +1 888-583-6827 
service@medicanada.ca
www.medicanada.ca

MAXIS a.s., 
medi group company 
Slezská 2127/13
120 00 Prague 2 
Czech Republic
T: +420 571 633 510
F: +420 571 616 271
info@maxis-medica.com
www.maxis-medica.com   

medi Danmark ApS
Vejlegardsvej 59
2665 Vallensbaek Strand
Denmark
T +45 70 25 56 10
F +45 70 25 56 20 
kundeservice@sw.dk
www.medidanmark.dk

medi Bayreuth España SL 
C/Canigó 2 – 6 bajos  
Hospitalet de Llobregat 
08901 Barcelona  
Spain 
T +34 93 260 04 00 
F +34 93 260 23 14 
medi@mediespana.com 
www.mediespana.com

medi France 
Z.I. Charles de Gaulle   
25, rue Henri Farman 
93297 Tremblay en France Cedex  
France 
T +33 1 48 61 76 10 
F +33 1 49 63 33 05 
infos@medi-france.com 
www.medi-france.com

medi Hungary Kft. 
Bokor u. 21. 
1037 Budapest 
Hungary 
T +36 1371 0090
F +36 1371 0091
info@medi.hu
www.medi.hu

medi Italia s.r.l.
Via Giuseppe Ghedini, 2
40069 Zola Predosa (BO)
Italy
T: +39-051 6 13 24 84
F: +39-051 6 13 29 56
info@medi-italia.it
www.medi-italia.it

Tachezy Sanit Srl.
Via Druso 48/a
39100 Bolzano
Italy
T: +39 0471 288 068
F: +39 0471 282 773
info@tachezysanit.com
www.tachezysanit.com 

medi Nederland BV 
Heusing 5 
4817 ZB Breda  
The Netherlands 
T +31 76 57 22 555 
F +31 76 57 22 565 
info@medi.nl 
www.medi.nl

medi Norway AS
Vestheimvegen 35
4250 Kopervik 
Norway
T: +47 52 84 45 00
F: +47 52 84 45 09
post@medinorway.no
www.medinorway.no

medi Polska Sp. z.o.o.
ul.Łabędzka 22
44-121 Gliwice 
Poland
T: +48-32 230 60 21
F: +48-32 202 87 56
info@medi-polska.pl
www.medi-polska.pl
 

medi Bayreuth Unipessoal Lda. 
Rua do Centro Cultural, no. 43 
1700-106 Lisbon
Portugal  
T +351 21 843 71 60 
F +351 21 847 08 33 
medi.portugal@medibayreuth.pt
www.medi.pt 

medi RUS LLC
Business Center NEO GEO
Butlerova Street 17
117342 Moscow 
Russia
T +7-495 374 04 56
F +7-495 374 04 56
info@medirus.ru
www.medirus.ru

medi Trading (Shanghai) Co. Ltd.
Room 105, Building No. 4, 
Lane 500 ShengXia Road
Pudong New District
201210 Shanghai
People‘s Republic of China
T: +86-21 61761988
F: +86-21 61769607
infocn@medi.cn

medi Sweden AB 
Box 6034  
192 06 Sollentuna
Sweden
T +46 8 96 97 98
F +46 8 626 68 70 
info@medi.se
www.medi.se

Medi Turk Ortopedi Medikal Ic ve Dis Tic. AS 
Kültür mah. çaldıran sok.14/3 
06420 Çankaya/Ankara 
Turkey 
T +90 312 435 20 26 
F +90 312 434 22 82 
info@medi-turk.com 
www.medi-turk.com

medi UK Ltd. 
Plough Lane 
Hereford HR4 OEL  
Great Britain 
T +44 1432 37 35 00 
F +44 1432 37 35 10 
enquiries@mediuk.co.uk 
www.mediuk.co.uk

medi Ukraine LLC
Evhena Sverstiuka str, 11.
Kiev 02002
Ukraine
T: +380 44 591 11 63
F: +380 44 392 73 73
info@medi.ua
http://medi.ua

medi USA L.P.
6481 Franz Warner Parkway
Whitsett, N.C. 27377-3000
USA
T +1-336 4 49 44 40
F +1-888 5 70 45 54
info@mediusa.com
www.mediusa.com 



Headquarters
medi GmbH & Co. KG
Medicusstraße 1
95448 Bayreuth
Germany
T + 49 921 912-0
F + 49 921 912-781 
export@medi.de
www.medi.de/en 0
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